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SUMMARY
Flexoelectricity is the generation of electric polarization by the application of a non-
uniform mechanical strain field, i.e. a strain gradient. Unlike piezoelectricity (strain-induced
polarization), flexoelectric coupling is associated with a fourth rank tensor, and is exhib-
ited by all elastic dielectrics regardless of the material symmetry; however, as a gradient
effect, flexoelectricity is expected to be significant only at very small scales. This work aims
to develop electromechanical models to analyze the dynamics and vibration of structures
leveraging flexoelectricity and to establish analytical and approximate analytical frame-
works for next-generation submicron concepts and devices for energy harvesting, sensing,
and actuation. At such small geometric scales, flexoelectricity enables electromechanical be-
havior even in non-piezoelectric dielectric materials, while it enhances the electromechanical
coupling in piezoelectric ones. In particular, energy harvesting is a potential future appli-
cation area of flexoelectricity to enable ultra-low-power nanoscale devices by converting
vibrations into electricity. The focus of this work is first placed on bending vibration of
centrosymmetric cantilevers, such as a monolayer STO (Strontium Titanate) cantilever.
An electroelastodynamic framework is presented and analyzed for flexoelectric power gen-
eration from strain gradient fluctuations in centrosymmetric dielectrics, by accounting for
the presence of a finite electrical load across the surface electrodes as well as two-way
electromechanical coupling, and capturing the size effect. Following recent efforts on the
converse flexoelectric effect in finite samples, the proposed model properly accounts for a
thermodynamically consistent, symmetric two-way coupling, i.e. the direct and converse
effects. In addition to the electromechanical frequency response functions, the transverse
mode flexoelectric coupling coefficient (a direct measure of energy conversion) is obtained
analytically; its dependence on the cantilever thickness and a material figure of merit is
shown. It is obtained that the flexoelectric coupling coefficient (k) of an STO cantilever for
the fundamental bending mode increases from k ≈ 3.5×10−7 to k ≈ 0.33 as the thickness is
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reduced from mm- to nm-level. A critique of the experimentally identified large flexoelectric
coefficient for Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) (for mm-thick samples) from the existing
literature is also given with a coupling coefficient perspective. The modeling framework is
then extended to non-centrosymmetric configurations, such as bimorph cantilevers made
from Barium Titanate (BTO), to understand the interaction between flexoelectricity and
piezoelectricity for different thickness levels from mm-scale to nm-scale, with a focus on res-
onant energy harvesting and actuation dynamics. The level of enhancement in the overall
electromechanical coupling due to flexoelectricity with reduced thickness is quantified. The
flexoelectric-piezoelectric coupling increases from the bulk piezoelectric value of k ≈ 0.0652
at the mm-scale to k ≈ 0.365 at the nm-scale owing to flexoelectric contribution. The ef-
fects of varying cross section and aspect ratio are also of interest, which requires the use of
approximate analytical electromechanical modeling frameworks such as the assumed-modes
method used in conjunction with an energy formulation. An increase in the coupling coeffi-
cient was seen when the uniform cross-section beam (k ≈ 0.105) was changed to a tapered
beam with narrow tip (k ≈ 0.119). Geometrically nonlinear frameworks for flexoelectric and
flexoelectric-piezoelectric configurations are also developed. Modeling frameworks for the
linear vibration of flexoelectric and flexoelectric-piezoelectric thin plates are also developed
and the simulation results are compared to those of the beams. It is obtained that the flexo-
electric coupling coefficient of an STO simply supported plate for the fundamental bending
mode increases from k ≈ 3.6 × 10−7 to k ≈ 0.34 as the thickness is reduced from mm- to
nm-level. Other than bending vibrations leveraging the transverse mode, this work includes
the leveraging of axial vibrations to develop a framework for the dynamics and vibration
of truncated nanostructures in thickness mode. As the thickness is reduced from mm- to
nm-level, the flexoelectric axial electromechanical coupling coefficient of an STO truncated
cone increases from k ≈ 0 to k ≈ 0.00397 for the fundamental longitudinal mode. In all
numerical case studies for the continuum models proposed in this work, atomistic values of




1.1 Background and motivation
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) have
received growing attention in the last decade for various applications including mechanical
energy harvesting at very small scales [19, 51, 17, 67]. The mechanical energy in this context
spans from structure-borne vibrations [5] and waves [15, 79] to rigid-body motions [63, 30],
acoustic energy [22, 21, 69], as well as aeroelastic [33, 25] and hydroelastic [4, 32] vibra-
tions. In harvesting various forms of mechanical energy, piezoelectricity remains arguably
the most widely studied transduction method with examples ranging from PZT-based (lead
zirconate titanate) ferroelectric thin-films [17] to piezoelectric nanowires [67] employing
non-ferroelectrics, such as ZnO (zinc oxide). Examples of such MEMS energy harvester are
shown in Fig. 1. It is well known that the electromechanical coupling [1] of piezoelectric
materials diminishes dramatically in thin films [80] and polymers [39]. Piezoelectric poly-
mers, such as PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride), are environmentally benign as compared to
ceramics but they are poor power generators due to low electromechanical coupling. Bulk
piezoelectric ceramics (such as PZT-5A and PZT-5H) are relatively brittle and less reliable
for powering sensor systems in harsh environments. Moreover, lead content in most piezo-
electric ceramic compositions is a major environmental issue [58]. Furthermore, several of
the high electromechanical coupling materials lose their piezoelectricity at moderate to high
temperatures, where self-powered sensors are most needed.
Recent efforts at small scales [59] suggest that the effective electromechanical properties
of elastic dielectrics can be enhanced dramatically under non-uniform strain fields due to an
entirely different phenomenon called flexoelectricity [75, 76, 89, 82, 65, 84]. Flexoelectricity
describes the generation of electric polarization in elastic dielectrics by the application of
a mechanical strain gradient [76, 82, 60]. The phenomenon of flexoelectricity in solids is
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: MEMS energy harvesters examples: (a) Thick film PZT array of cantilevers
from Liu et al. [51]. (b) Thin film ZnO (zinc oxide) cantilever with interdigitated electrodes
from Choi et al. [17]. (c) Nanogenerator of fiber based ZnO nanowires from Qin et al. [67].
a higher-order effect and is expected to be rather weak except for very small (sub-micron)
dimensions, making the concept of interest mainly for potential MEMS and especially NEMS
applications. Following the early efforts by Mashkevich and Tolpygo [61], Kogan [45], and
Indenbom et al. [43], the first comprehensive theoretical discussion of the flexoelectric effect
was presented by Tagantsev [75]. The research field of flexoelectricity has been active for
liquid crystals [13] and biological matter [66, 28] for decades. However, it was only in early
2000s the flexoelectric effect in solids has received suddenly growing attention especially after
the experiments by Ma and Cross [52, 53, 56, 54, 55, 57] on elastic dielectrics, specifically
high-K materials such as ferroelectric perovskites (see the review article by Cross [20]). In
addition to experimental efforts by Ma and Cross [52, 53, 56, 54, 55, 57] and others [87,
88, 42] for samples with high dielectric constants, atomistic simulations [60] were presented
to extract flexoelectric coefficients. Importantly, substantial difference (several orders of
magnitude) was reported between the simulated and experimentally identified flexoelectric
coefficients [57]. The experimental samples [52, 53, 56, 54, 55, 57] (of ∼mm thickness) used
in the identification efforts were typically far from the thickness levels of interest (< 100 nm)
in flexoelectricity. A comprehensive article on the flexoelectric effect in solids by Yudin and
Tagantsev [82] presents a detailed discussion on the subject matter along with a historical
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account. It is no surprise that, with its promise of increased electromechanical coupling at
small scales, flexoelectricity is of great interest for submicron level energy harvesting [59, 27]
to power next-generation nanoscale sensors and other extremely low-power small electronic
components.
Other than the mismatch in the order of magnitude of flexoelectric coupling between
atomistic simulations [60] and experimental measurements [52, 53, 56, 54, 55, 57], one of
the issues in flexoelectric transduction and energy conversion has been the lack of a clear
understanding and modeling of the converse effect, as the subject has created confusion since
the converse effect is represented by a polarization gradient [40, 14, 62]. For instance, it was
suggested ([20, 18]) that mechanical flexoelectric sensors could be made with no actuation
property (which has no precedent or thermodynamic basis) due to a limited interpretation
of the constitutive equation for the converse effect. In a recent work focusing on finite
samples, Tagantsev and Yurkov [77] presented a consistent and symmetric converse effect
representation and its justification. Part of the research goal in this proposal aims to extend
such concepts on flexoelectricity to electromechanical structural dynamics frameworks to
capture size dependent response in energy harvesting and actuation. Furthermore, any
ordinary piezoelectric cantilever model developed for devices above micron-level thickness
has to be modified for next-generation nanoscale devices since the effect of flexoelectric
coupling will change the electroelastic dynamics at such small scales.
1.2 Flexoelectricity and piezoelectricity
In elastic dielectrics, piezoelectricity is the response of polarization to applied mechanical
strain, and vice versa. Piezoelectric coupling is controlled by a third-rank tensor and is
allowed only in materials that are non-centrosymmetric. Flexoelectricity, on the other hand,
is the generation of electric polarization by the application of a non-uniform mechanical
strain field, i.e. a strain gradient, and is expected to be pronounced at submicron thickness
levels, especially at the nano-scale. Flexoelectricity is controlled by a fourth-rank tensor and
is therefore allowed in materials of any symmetry, i.e. a piezoelectric material also exhibits
the flexoelectric effect at very low thickness levels. As a gradient effect, flexoelectricity is
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size dependent, while piezoelectric coupling has no size dependence.
1.2.1 Transverse mode Euler-Bernoulli thin beam constitutive equations
Cantilever beams are often used for MEMS energy harvesting devices [31] as shown in Fig. 1.
The strain gradient from bending a thin cantilever beam induces polarization by separating
the negative and positive material particles in a unit cell as shown in Fig. 2 [27]. The
induced polarization vector in the deformed beam (Fig. 2b) is in the x3-direction.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: Polarization in a centrosymmetric beam due to bending: (a) undeformed (b)
deformed (Figure from Deng et al. [27]).
The resulting polarization for a centrosymmetric cantilever, including the direct flexo-
electric effect, for the transverse mode can be written as




where P3 is the polarization in thickness direction (3-direction is the thickness direction
and 1-direction is the axial direction), E3 is the electric field, S11 is the axial strain, χ33
is the dielectric susceptibility (which has the units of F/m, and should not be confused
with the dimensionless electric susceptibility form χ̄33, χ33 = χ̄33ε0, where ε0 is the vacuum
permittivity), and µ1133 is the transverse flexoelectric coefficient.
For the transverse mode, the mechanical stress accounting for the converse flexoelectric
effect can be expressed as










where T11 is the axial stress, c1111 is the elastic modulus (under short-circuit condition of
the electrodes), and f1133 is the transverse mode “flexocoupling coefficient” [82] (f1133 =
χ−133 µ1133). Note that the above form [82] neglects the strain gradient elasticity [27, 41] and
is suitable for basic “exogenous” strain gradients, such as those due to mechanical bending,
but would be limited for “endogenous” ones, such as those due to domain boundaries and
interfaces, which are beyond the scope of this work (see Section 3.1 in Tagantsev and Yudin
[82] for more discussion).
A piezoelectric material can also exhibit flexoelectricity [10, 2]. For instance, the com-
bined transverse mode flexoelectric-piezoelectric effects yield the following constitutive equa-
tions (that relate the stress and electric displacement to strain and electric field):








where e311 is the piezoelectric constant, D3 is the electric displacement, and ε33 is the
dielectric permittivity. The form of Eqs. 4 and 5 contains both the piezoelectric and the
flexoelectric effects, and therefore it is applicable to a wide range of geometric scales.
1.2.2 Transverse mode Kirchhoff thin plate constitutive equations
In many thin film configurations the length and width become comparable as seen in Figs. 1a
and 1b. Such MEMS configurations are more of a plate where torsion/twist related modes
can easily be excited/pronounced which cannot be captured with beam models. Existing
literature for 2-dimensional flexoelectric effects is limited to biomembranes [66]. Therefore
to properly account for the two-dimensional behavior of the MEMS devices, a plate model
including the flexoelectric effect must be developed. The stress state for Kirchhoff thin
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Figure 3: Kirchhoff thin plate with lateral dimensions a and b and thickness h.
flexoelectric-piezoelectric plate (Fig. 3) is
T11 = c1111S11 + c1122S22 − e311E3 + f1133
∂P3
∂x3





The electric displacement is







1.2.3 Axial mode constitutive equations
Axial strain-induced polarization in piezoelectric structures (e.g. stacks and monolithic
elements [85, 74, 22]) is not associated with any size dependence. However, flexoelectric po-
larization enables the possibility of generating polarization from strain gradients associated
with axial deformation of non-uniform geometries (i.e. under a given axial load, non-uniform
geometry results in non-homogeneous strain field, hence strain gradients). One example is
the truncated pyramid configuration as depicted in Fig 4a which is considered a standard
experimental configuration (for the longitudinal mode) since the early work by Cross [20].
Another example of inducing strain gradient is the truncated cone (studied by Deng [26])
as shown in Fig. 4b.
In their simplest form, the respective constitutive equations for the axial mode (incor-
porating both flexoelectricity and piezoelectricity) are:









However, because of the comparable lateral dimensions (Fig. 4a), rather than stan-
dard one-dimensional longitudinal vibration investigation, enhanced longitudinal vibration
models must be employed such as the Rayleigh-Love and Rayleigh-Bishop type models
accounting for the lateral inertia and shear effects [12].
(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) Truncated pyramid configurations (experimental sample and composite
arrangements with a building block) for exploiting longitudinal (or thickness) flexoelectric
mode from Cross [20] and (b) a truncated cone under compression as analytically analyzed
by Deng [26]
1.3 Geometric nonlinearities in flexoelectric structures
MEMS and NEMS applications often involve large excitation levels that create nonlinear
motions (Figs. 1b and 1c). These nonlinearities have to be modeled for accurate predic-
tion of the response and can also be exploited to enhance the frequency bandwidth of
effective energy harvesting. Recently, a few research groups have studied the nonlinear
behavior of flexoelectric nanobeams. Such studies include nonlinear frequency behavior of
Euler-Bernoulli beams using surface elasticity method [7], nonlinear free vibration and post
buckling of nanobeams with the flexoelectric effect [83], and nonlinear vibration of flexo-
electric beams using the strain gradient theory [86]. The main focus of these studies was the
change in the frequency ratio parameter with varying electrical and mechanical parameters.
Limited work has been done on capturing the nonlinear jump phenomenon that results from
purely geometric hardening in flexoelectric nanobeams. Recently, Dai et al. [23] studied a
geometrically nonliner microbeam under harmonic tip forcing for optimization of forcing,
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damping, and load resistance where equations resulted in linear coupling and were solved
using Galerkins method. The moderately large deformation can be modeled by account-
ing for an inextensible cantilever as done by Tan et al. [78] for piezoelectric beams. It
is also shown that nonlinear electromechanical coupling can result from the inextensibility
condition even when linear constitutive equations are used.
Figure 5: Linear vs. monostable nonlinear energy harvester frequency response curves
demonstrating the bandwidth enhancement.
Beyond its inherent presence under large deformations, there is an advantage of non-
linear frequency response especially in energy harvesting. A limitation of linear vibration
energy harvesting is that the effective power generation performance of the device is limited
to resonance excitation. Any slight deviation of the excitation frequency from the resonance
frequency (due to environmental conditions or changes in excitation, etc.) results in sig-
nificant decreases in harvester performance (orders of magnitude). Intentionally designed
nonlinearities have been employed by a number of research groups to enhance the frequency
bandwidth of vibration energy harvesters [24]. Typically the backbone curve of nonlinear
resonance that is associated with increased excitation intensity enables the desired fre-
quency bandwidth amplification in monostable configurations as depicted in Fig. 5. Specifi-
cally the jump phenomenon [64] that is associated with up-sweep in hardening nonlinearity
and down-sweep in softening nonlinearity results in significant bandwidth enhancement in
monostable settings [46, 47] and more complex bandwidth enhancement mechanisms take
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place in bistable or generalized multistable configurations [24, 35, 6].
1.4 Dissertation outline
Having reviewed the flexoelectric literature, it is important to investigate flexoelectrically
coupled electroelasticdynamic modeling frameworks for energy harvesting and actuation of
MEMS devices to gain a fundamental understanding of exploiting the size effects of strain
gradients. The development of flexoelectric models is essential to predict the performance
of next generation MEMS devices. Therefore, the main goal of this dissertation research
is to establish analytical and approximate analytical modeling and analysis frameworks
for dynamics of structures leveraging flexoelectric and flexoelectric-piezoelectric behaviors
for various configurations (transverse mode, axial mode, varying cross-section, etc.) and
geometric scales.
In this context, the following chapters are outlined as follows: Chapter II describes
the transverse mode flexoelectric modeling framework developed for bending vibration of a
centrosymmetric (non-piezoelectric) cantilevered beam under base excitation for resonant
energy harvesting and actuation, accounting for direct and converse flexoelectric effects.
Chapter III extends the previous chapter to a bimorph cantilevered beam including both
flexoelectric and piezoelectric effects. Chapter IV further extends the model to varying
cross-section cantilevered beams. Chapter V describes the geometrically nonlinear frame-
work for flexoelectric and flexoelectric-piezoelectric cantilever beams under moderately large
base excitation. Chapter VI extends the beam modeling framework to plate structures.
Chapter VII describes the dynamics of longitudinal (axial) mode flexoelectric structures.
Chapter VIII concludes the dissertation by summarizing the contributions made to the field
of flexoelectricity and MEMS energy harvesting and opportunities for further work.
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CHAPTER II
FLEXOELECTRIC MONOLAYER CANTILEVER MODEL FOR
BENDING VIBRATIONS
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we combine the direct effect of flexoelectricity and the symmetric converse
effect [77] within a distributed-parameter electroelastodynamic framework and provide a
modal analysis solution for vibration energy harvesting from base excitation of dielectric
cantilevers. In addition to closed-form expressions for the electromechanically coupled volt-
age across the electrical load and the shunted vibration response (that accounts for the effect
of the electrical load), the size-dependent flexoelectric coupling coefficient is extracted ana-
lytically, and a figure of merit is identified. Simulation case studies are given for transverse
vibrations of a cantilevered Strontium Titanate (STO) energy harvester at different geo-
metric scales to explore the effect of thickness on flexoelectric energy conversion as well as
the effect of power generation on the harvester structure due to converse coupling.
2.2 Centrosymmetric Euler-Bernoulli cantilever model for flexoelectric
energy harvesting and actuation
We consider the problem of a centrosymmetric thin cantilever under mechanical base exci-
tation and voltage actuation (Fig. 6) for linear transverse (bending) vibrations, i.e. linear
electroelastic material behavior and geometrically small oscillations are assumed in this
continuum framework. In Fig. 6a, the surface electrodes of the cantilever are shunted to a
resistive electrical load to quantify the electrical power output in the harvester model. The
sample geometry justifies thin beam assumptions, such that the width (b) and the thickness
(h) of the rectangular cross section are much smaller than the overhang length (L). Static
flexoelectricity [82] is applicable since the thickness (smallest dimension) of the beam is
much smaller than the wavelength at vibration frequencies of interest in this work for the
first few bending modes. In the following, the focus is placed on static bulk flexoelectricity,
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and therefore the surface effects [89, 82] are excluded. The direct and converse effects are
(a) (b)
Figure 6: (a) Base-excited centrosymmetric dielectric cantilever with surface electrodes
(that are perpendicular to the thickness direction) connected to a resistive electrical load
for energy harvesting, and a cross-sectional view. The transverse displacement of the beam
relative to the moving base is wrel and the voltage output across the resistive load is v. (b)
Dynamic actuation configuration of the same cantilever (the base is fixed).
defined as given by Eqs. 1 and 3 in Chapter 1. The dynamic actuation problem for a fixed
base is depicted in Fig. 6b. In the following, first the energy harvesting problem will be
formulated and then will also be rearranged for dynamic voltage actuation.
The partial differential equation governing the forced vibration of a uniform cantilevered

















where wb(t) is the base excitation (in the form of displacement), wrel(t) is the transverse
displacement of the beam (reference surface, or neutral axial level) relative to its base,
M(x1, t) is the internal bending moment at position x1 and time t, ca is the viscous air
damping coefficient (as a mass-proportional dissipative term), cs is the strain-rate damping
coefficient (as a stiffness-proportional dissipative term), and m is the mass per unit length
of the beam (m = ρbh where ρ is the mass density of the beam material). In the same
vein as cantilevered piezoelectric energy harvester counterparts [36, 37], the linear damping
operators in Eq. 10 satisfy the proportional damping condition so that the mode shapes
of the corresponding undamped system can be used in modal analysis (implementation of
nonlinear intrinsic and extrinsic damping mechanisms is beyond the scope of this work see
Leadenham and Erturk [48, 46], among others, for the resonant modeling of quadratic solid
[48] and fluid [46] damping).
The internal bending moment in Eq. 10 is the first moment of the axial stress field over
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the cross-section and can be expressed as




The axial strain component is due to bending only and it can be expressed as




It is clear from Eqs. 1 and 12 that the strain gradient, ∂S11/∂x3, in this model is nothing
but the negative curvature of the uniform Euler-Bernoulli beam (assuming the effect of the
gradient ∂S11/∂x1 to be negligible).
Substituting Eq. 2 into the bending moment in Eq. 11 gives











Following Tagantsev and Yurkov [77], for a finite sample in which the polarization in the
thickness direction varies continuously from its bulk value to zero at the top and bottom
surfaces of the cantilever at x3 = h/2 and x3 = −h/2 (see Fig. 12a in Yudin and Tagantsev
[82]), the second right-hand-side term can be evaluated using integration by parts to identify









P3dx3 = −bf1133h 〈P3〉 (14)
where 〈P3〉 is the average polarization induced by the electric field in the beam. The spatial
scale of the polarization variation at the dielectric-electrode interface is much smaller than
that in the overall thickness h, therefore this average polarization is approximately the
polarization in the bulk [82, 77]:
〈P3〉≈χ33E3 (15)
where the electric field, E3, can be given in terms of the voltage (v) across the surface
electrodes and the electrode spacing as E3 = −v/h (where it is assumed that the elec-
trode thickness is negligible). It is useful to recall from Eqs. 3 and 2 that the dielectric
susceptibility, χ33 is
χ33 = µ1133/f1133 (16)
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The flexoelectric term in Eq. 14 is only a function of time, therefore it is multiplied by
[H(x1)−H(x1 − L)] (where H(x1) is the Heaviside function), to ensure the survival of this
term when the bending moment is substituted into Eq. 10, for full electrode coverage (Fig.
6a) from the clamped end (x1 = 0) to the free end (x1 = L). The internal bending moment
is then
M(x1, t) = −Y I
∂2wrel(x1, t)
∂x12
+ µ1133bv(t)[H(x1)−H(x1 − L)] (17)







The flexoelectrically coupled centrosymmetric Euler-Bernoulli beam equation for trans-







































The vibration response (transverse displacement of the reference surface, i.e. neutral





Here ηr(t) is the modal mechanical coordinate and φr(x1) is the mass-normalized eigen-























and the eigenvalues (λr > 0, r = 1, 2, ...) are the roots of the
characteristic equation (for the short-circuit and clamped-free boundary conditions):
1 + cos(λr) cosh(λr) = 0 (23)
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where δrs is the Kronecker delta and ωr is the undamped natural frequency of the r -th








which can also be denoted by ωscr , the short-circuit natural frequency of the r -th mode.







2ηr(t)− θrv(t) = fr(t) (26)
where ζr is the modal mechanical damping ratio of r-th vibration mode (due to purely
mechanical dissipation) that can easily be related to cs and ca as 2ζrωr = csIω
2
r/Y I+ca/m.














In order to obtain an electrical circuit equation in the presence of a finite electrical
load impedance, it is useful to obtain the electric displacement that is compatible with the
polarization form of Eq. 1 through the well-known dielectric relationship D3 = P3 + ε0E3.
The non-zero electric displacement component for transverse vibrations of the thin beam
configuration with surface electrodes shown in Fig. 6 is then




where ε33 is the dielectric permittivity, ε33 = ε0 + χ33 = (1 + χ̄33)ε0 (note that for high-K
materials, which are of interest in flexoelectricity, χ̄33 >> 1, and ε33 ≈ χ33).
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In the presence of a finite resistive load connected across the electrodes of the beam, the









where D is the vector of electric displacement components, n is the unit outward normal
of the electrodes, and the integration is performed over the electrode area A. The only
contribution to the inner product of the integrand is from D3 given by Eq. 29.












dx1 = 0 (31)



















Here, the modal electromechanical coupling (θr) due to the direct flexoelectric effect is the
same as Eq. 27 that was obtained from the converse effect, which further confirms the
symmetry in the fully coupled governing electroelastodynamic equations, which are Eqs. 26
and 33 in modal coordinates. Flexoelectric power generation as a result of voltage output
across the resistive load is due to Eq. 33, and simultaneously the voltage output sends a
feedback to the mechanical domain due to the voltage term in Eq. 26, as a manifestation
of the thermodynamic consistency resulting from the two-way coupling.



















where i(t) is the electric current input associated with dynamic actuation.
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2.3 Electromechanical frequency response at steady state
2.3.1 Voltage and vibration response for energy harvesting
For harmonic base excitation (wb(t) = W0e
jωt), the modal forcing given by Eq. 28 can be
expressed as fr(t) = Fre






Then, the steady-state modal mechanical coordinate of the beam and the steady-state
voltage response across the resistive load are also harmonic at the same frequency as ηr(t) =
Hre
jωt and v(t) = V ejωt, respectively, where the amplitudes Hr and V are complex valued.
Therefore, the modal mechanical and electrical equations (Eqs. 26 and 33) yield








θrHr = 0 (38)














Once the voltage across the electrical load is obtained, the current and power output can
be calculated easily. For the case of a real-valued electrical load (i.e. resistive load), the
current delivered to the load is i(t) = v(t)/Rl and the instantaneous power output is P (t) =
v2(t)/Rl.
The steady-state vibration response of the beam (that accounts for the converse effect)

















 φr(x1)ejωtω2r − ω2 + j2ζrωrω
 (40)
2.3.2 Vibration response and current drawn for actuation
The governing equations in energy harvesting can be modified to represent the actuation
problem similarly such that there is no base excitation (Fr = 0) as given by Eqs. 34 and 35
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and the excitation is due to harmonic voltage input. The steady state mechanical response













ω2r − ω2 + j2ζrωrω
)
V ejωt (42)
2.4 Size effects on modal electromechanical coupling coefficient
One direct measure of energy conversion is the electromechanical coupling coefficient k as
commonly used in piezoelectricity [1, 49]. It is possible to analytically extract the transverse
mode electromechanical coupling coefficient due to bulk flexoelectricity for the centrosym-
metric cantilever of Fig. 6. A dynamic definition of the modal electromechanical coupling
coefficient can be obtained based on the difference between the open-circuit and short-circuit
natural frequencies [1, 49]:
k2 =
(ωocr )




where k is the flexoelectric coupling coeffcient for the r -th vibration mode (the focus in
the simulations of this work will be placed on the fundamental mode, r = 1). Square of
the coupling coefficient, as well known from piezoelectric energy conversion problems, is a
measure of how much of the mechanical work is converted to electrical energy, or vice versa
in electrical actuation. A similar argument and an analogous expression can be given in
terms of the open- and short-circuit stiffness terms in quasistatic conditions [1, 49].
For modal vibrations (dominated by the r -th mode) and under open-circuit conditions,




, Rl →∞ (44)
Substituting Eq. 44 into the modal mechanical equation, Eq. 26, the undamped open-circuit
natural frequency of the r -th vibration mode becomes
(ωocr )






































where αr = − sinλr − sinhλr + sinλr−sinhλrcosλr+coshλr (cosλr − coshλr).









The coupling coefficient for the centrosymmetric flexoelectric beam given by Eq. 48
clearly captures the thickness dependence of the modal flexoelectric coupling coefficient.
Note that the fundamental (first) bending vibration mode (r = 1) is typically of interest
for energy harvesting using a linear cantilever under base excitation [36, 37], yielding λ1 =
1.87510407 and α1 = −1.46819102 for the simulations in this work (the first mode shape is
shown in Fig. 7a). Energy harvesting at higher vibration modes requires using segmented
electrodes to avoid charge cancellation [36, 37]. The fundamental bending mode results in
no cancellation for continuous electrode coverage since the curvature is in phase throughout
the length of the beam (Fig. 7c), i.e. there are no inflection points. Note that, 85% of the
electric charge is produced by the first half of the cantilever, i.e. 0 ≤ x1 ≤ L/2, according to
Fig. 7b (since the integral of curvature is related to the electric charge according to current
balance Eq. 31 and the curvature is maximum near the clamped end in Fig. 7c). From
the electromechanical coupling standpoint, 85% of the modal electromechanical coupling θ1
(which determines the coupling coefficient k) is due to the region 0 ≤ x1 ≤ L/2, in view of
Eq. 27 and Fig.7b.
In terms of the size effect, Eq. 48 shows that, with decreased thickness (h) the coupling
coefficient (k) increases. This equation also shows the effect of the material properties on










Figure 7: Normalized (a) displacement, (b) slope, and (c) curvature distributions of a
thin cantilever for the fundamental bending vibration mode (r = 1). The maximum cur-
vature is near the clamped end. The region 0 ≤ x1 ≤ L/2 produces 85% of the modal
electromechanical coupling from Eq. 27 and Fig. 7b.
and as FoM → ∞, k2 → 1 which is the limit of 100% mechanical-to-electrical energy
conversion within the structure (note that it is not the percentage energy delivered to the
electrical load, hence not an overall efficiency).
2.5 Case studies and results
In this section, simulations are performed to show the effect of thickness on the electrome-
chanical coupling and the frequency response behavior of a flexoelectric uniform beam under
bending vibrations for energy harvesting and actuation. The simulations are for Strontium
Titanate (STO) using the elastic [9, 44] and dielectric [89, 3] properties of c1111 = 318 GPa,
ρ = 5116 kg/m3, and ε33 = 2.66 nF/m (for the room temperature relative permittivity
[89, 88, 3], ε33/ε0 = 300), and using the atomistic flexoelectric coefficient value [60] of
µ1133 = −3.75× 10−9 C/m.
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2.5.1 Electromechanical coupling and size effects
The electromechanical coupling coefficient due to flexoelectric energy conversion, or simply
the transverse mode flexoelectric coupling coefficient, k, is plotted for a range of FoM values
and cantilever thicknesses in Fig. 8a. The focus is placed on the fundamental bending
vibration mode (r = 1), and the beam thicknesses in the simulations range from 1 mm
to 1 nm. As stated previously based on Eq. 48, the coupling coefficient increases with
decreased thickness. This is now illustrated graphically in Fig. 8a. The coupling coefficient
also increases with increased flexoelectric FoM defined by Eq. 49. The resulting FoM for
STOs is around µ1133
2/c1111ε33 = 1.66 × 10−20 m2, yielding negligible coupling coefficient
values except at the nanoscale according to Fig. 8a.
(a) (b)
Figure 8: (a) Transverse mode flexoelectric coupling coefficient vs. cantilever thickness
and figure of merit in flexoelectric energy conversion (for the fundamental bending vibra-
tion mode). (b) Flexoelectric coupling coefficient (k) vs. thickness (h) plots obtained
using sample flexoelectric coefficient (µ1133) values identified by Ma and Cross [56] for BST
(experimental) and calculated by Maranganti and Sharma [60] for STO (atomistic).
Typical atomistic simulations [60] result in flexoelectric coefficient values on the or-
der of 10−9 C/m while the experimentally identified values (by Cross et al. [56, 57, 38]
for mm-scale samples) are as high as 10−4 C/m. Consider the experimental value of
µ1133 = 100 × 10−6 C/m (the authors of the original paper [56] reported a positive value)
for Barium Strontium Titanate (BST) from the experiments by Ma and Cross [56] for mm-
thick samples. The elastic modulus and permittivity values of BST were reported in another
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work by the same group [38] as c1111 = 166 GPa and ε33 = 0.1594 µF/m, respectively. The
thickness dependence of the transverse mode coupling coefficient for these properties of
BST is shown in Fig. 8b (solid line), along with that of STO (dashed line) based on the
aforementioned atomistic values by Maranganti and Sharma [60] to demonstrate the order
of magnitude difference between available experiments and atomistic simulations, although
the materials are not identical. As expected, with decreased thickness, the coupling co-
efficient gradually approaches unity, indicating increased energy conversion with reduced
thickness. Importantly, Fig. 8b reveals that, for µ1133 = 100 × 10−6 C/m, the coupling
coefficient is nearly unity for all submicron thickness levels, which makes the validity of this
value (identified from mm-thick samples [56]) as a bulk flexoelectric coefficient questionable.
Such an order of magnitude in bulk flexoelectric coefficient ( 10−4 C/m) suggests very high
conversion even for micron-thick non-piezoelectric cantilevers, which, obviously, is not the
case. This observation definitely encourages rigorous experiments at much smaller scales
(ideally for thickness levels of less than ∼ 100 nm). The trend in the second curve (dashed
line) based on atomistic simulations [60] of STO (with µ1133 = −3.75× 10−9 C/m) is more
reasonable, as it reveals that the coupling coefficient exceeds 0.1 only when the cantilever
thickness is a few nanometers. Overall, reducing the thickness from 1 mm to 1 nm increases
the flexoelectric coupling coefficient by nearly 6 orders of magnitude in the STO cantilever.
2.5.2 Electromechanical frequency response in energy harvesting
In this section, the electromechanical frequency response of a cantilevered flexoelectric en-
ergy harvester under base excitation is simulated with a focus on the first bending mode
(r = 1) for a broad range of electrical load resistance values. Three different geomet-
ric scales are explored, spanning from mm-scale to nm-scale thickness. For each case the
length/width/thickness aspect ratio is fixed at 100/5/1. The cantilever is made of STO
and has perfectly conductive surface electrodes on the faces that are perpendicular to the
direction of transverse base excitation (Fig. 6a). The results are given in the form of fre-
quency response magnitude maps normalized by the base acceleration quantified in terms
of the gravitational acceleration (g = 9.81 m/s2) . A wide range of electrical load resistance
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values spanning from short- to open-circuit conditions (100 Ω to 1 GΩ) are simulated for
each case study to capture the optimal load in power generation and the respective trends
with changing load.
The voltage output (per base acceleration) frequency response map (obtained from Eq.
39 via
∣∣v(t)/− ω2W0ejωt∣∣ as the magnitude form) for the 1 mm-thick STO beam (100 mm
x 5 mm x 1 mm) is shown in Fig. 9a.i. The base excitation frequency is normalized with re-
spect to the fundamental short-circuit natural frequency in the vertical axis. With increased
electrical load resistance, the voltage output increases monotonically at all frequencies, as
a typical trend in energy harvesting [37]. It is shown that the resonance frequency for the
1 mm-thick STO cantilever is unaffected by the change in resistive load, i.e. the frequency
of peak magnitude does not change as the electrical load resistance value is swept from
short- to open-circuit conditions. This indicates very low electromechanical coupling such
that the feedback in the mechanical domain due to induced low voltage is negligible. The
flexoelectric coupling coefficient for the 1 mm thickness level and STO material property
combination is obtained from Eq. 48 or Fig. 9a.i as k ≈ 3.5 × 10−7, confirming negligible
electromechanical coupling. The beam thickness is then decreased to 1 µm while keep-
ing the same aspect ratio (i.e. the dimensions are now 100 µm x 5 µm x 1 µm) and the
analysis is repeated. The voltage output frequency response map for this case is shown
in Fig. 9a.ii. As with the 1 mm thickness case, the 1 µm-thick STO cantilever shows no
noticeable change in the fundamental resonance frequency with changing load resistance.
The flexoelectric coupling coefficient of this simulation case is k ≈ 3.5× 10−4, which, again,
indicates very weak electromechanical coupling. Next, the beam thickness is further de-
creased to 1 nm and the analysis is repeated for a 100 nm x 5 nm x 1 nm sample. As
shown by the voltage output frequency response map in Fig. 9a.iii, this nm-thick beam
exhibits a certain shift in resonance frequency from short- to open-circuit conditions, which
is a manifestation of significant electromechanical coupling according to Eq. 43. Decreasing
the thickness of the cantilever (while keeping the same volumetric aspect ratio) results in
increased electromechanical coupling, hence increased mechanical to electrical energy con-
version. The electromechanical coupling for this thickness level is k ≈ 0.33, which is in
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agreement with nearly 5.6 % difference between the values of the fundamental short- and
open-circuit resonance frequencies in Fig. 9a.iii. This can easily be confirmed using Eq. 43
(for ωsc1 , ω
oc
1 , and k relationship), since the resonance frequencies (frequencies of peak forced
response magnitude) are very close to the natural frequencies in the lightly damped setting









Figure 9: (a) Voltage output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magnitude
form and per base acceleration) and (b) current output frequency response vs. load resis-
tance maps (in magnitude form and per base acceleration) for cantilevered STO harvesters
with a fixed aspect ratio of 100/5/1 (L/b/h) for three different geometric scales with the
following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
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The electric current flowing to the resistive load is simply obtained from the voltage out-
put using Ohms law. The current output (per base acceleration) frequency response maps
(calculated using
∣∣v(t)/−Rlω2W0ejωt∣∣) are also generated for the STO cantilever config-
urations of each geometric scale using the previously mentioned fixed volumetric aspect
ratio as displayed in Fig. 9b. The electric current decreases monotonically with increased
electrical load resistance at all frequencies, which is the opposite trend as compared to the
voltage output. At all frequencies, the maximum current is achieved under short-circuit
conditions of the surface electrodes. As with the voltage output frequency response maps,
similar trends are observed for each case study in terms of the flexoelectric coupling co-
efficient. The thickness levels of 1 mm and 1 µm show no noticeable shift in resonance
frequency (Figs. 9b.i and 9b.ii), indicating negligible electromechanical coupling, whereas
the 1 nm thickness case results significant frequency shift (Fig. 9b.iii), revealing strong
electromechanical coupling as discussed previously for the voltage output.
As a product of two quantities which have opposite trends with changing load resistance
(voltage and current), the electrical power output exhibits interesting trends, such as the
presence of an optimal electrical load resulting in the maximum power output at a given
frequency. The electrical power output is calculated using
∣∣v(t)/− ω2W0ejωt∣∣2/Rl for each
of the three geometric scales and the fixed aspect ratio discussed previously. The resulting
graphs are shown in Fig. 10a. Note that, since the output voltage and current are indi-
vidually proportional to the base acceleration, the power output is proportional to base
acceleration squared (hence normalized by g2), i.e. doubling the base acceleration increases
the power output by a factor of 4 under the linear system assumption. The optimal load
for peak power output can be determined for each case from the power output frequency
response maps. For instance, the cases of both 1 mm and 1 µm-thick harvesters result in a
peak power output around 1 MΩ. The 1 mm and 1 µm power output frequency response
maps show the resonance frequency to be insensitive to the resistive load due to very low
electromechanical coupling (Figs. 10a.i and 10a.ii). Consequently, a single optimal load is
observed in the power map for the fundamental vibration mode. On the other hand, the 1
nm case study exhibits two peak values for two distinct optimal electrical loads, 100 kΩ and
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10 MΩ, respectively at the short-circuit and open-circuit resonance frequencies, yielding the
same power output (Fig. 10a.iii). The existence of two peaks in the power output is also
the case in strongly coupled and lightly damped piezoelectric energy harvesters [37, 72, 73].
The same power output can be extracted at the short-circuit resonance frequency (∼ ωsc1 )
for a lower electrical load resistance or at the open-circuit resonance frequency (∼ ωoc1 ) for
a larger electrical load resistance. As a result, the former optimal condition results in larger
current and lower voltage, while the latter gives larger voltage and lower current.
It is also of interest to explore what happens to the structural response of the STO
cantilever while generating electricity from strain gradient fluctuations in response to me-
chanical base excitation. The motion of the cantilever can be evaluated at any position
(x1) using Eq. 40, while the focus is typically placed on the tip (x1 = L). Figure 10b
shows the tip displacement map (per base acceleration input via
∣∣wrel(L, t)/− ω2W0ejωt∣∣)
for the cantilevers of all three geometric scales for the same load resistance and normalized
excitation frequency ranges discussed previously. For the cases of 1 mm and 1 µm thickness
levels, as another manifestation of very weak electromechanical coupling at these geomet-
ric scales, the vibration response of the cantilever is insensitive to changing electrical load
resistance(Figs. 10b.i and 10b.ii ). That is, although some power output is delivered to the
electrical load according to Figs. 10a.i and 10a.ii, the level of this electrical output is so
small that it is negligible as compared to mechanical (vibrational) energy of the harvester
(confirmed by the coupling coefficient values), and this tiny level of electricity production
does not alter the vibration response although the converse effect is taken into account
in the model (i.e. the converse flexoelectric effect is negligible at these geometric scales).
Therefore, as a result of weak electromechanical coupling, Joule heating in the resistive
load does not create any significant dissipation in the vibration response of the STO can-
tilever. However, for the cantilever with 1 nm thickness, the electromechanical coupling is
relatively strong, and therefore mechanical to electrical energy conversion is rather signif-
icant. As a consequence, the response of the harvester is sensitive to changing electrical
load in Fig. 10b.iii in the vicinity of the resonance. Certain load resistance values result










Figure 10: (a) Power output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magnitude
form and per base acceleration squared) and (b) tip displacement frequency response vs.
load resistance maps (in magnitude form and per base acceleration) for cantilevered STO
harvesters with a fixed aspect ratio of 100/5/1 (L/b/h) for three different geometric scales
with the following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
thermodynamic consistency of the fully coupled electroelastodynamic model.
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2.5.3 Electromechanical frequency response in actuation
The same modeling framework is also employed to understand the electromechanical re-
sponse of the cantilever in the case of electrical excitation for the same set of system pa-
rameters. Of interest, is the tip displacement frequency response (structural response for
unit actuation voltage input) from Eq. 41 and the admittance frequency response (amount
of current drawn for unit actuation voltage input) calculated from Eq. 42. The tip dis-
placement and admittance frequency responses are shown in Figs. 11a and 11b, respectively.
These frequency response functions show, once again, that significant electromechanical
coupling only occurs at the nm-scale (Figs 11a.iii and 11b.iii).
2.6 Conclusions
An electroelastodynamic framework is developed and analyzed for flexoelectric energy har-
vesting from strain gradient fluctuations in centrosymmetric dielectrics, by accounting for
the presence of a finite electrical load across the surface electrodes as well as two-way elec-
tromechanical coupling. The model is then extended to the dynamic actuation problem for
a fixed base. The flexoelectric energy harvester and actuation model presented in this work
is based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and it assumes the main source of polariza-
tion to be static bulk flexoelectricity. Following recent efforts on the converse flexoelectric
effect in finite samples, the proposed model properly accounts for thermodynamically con-
sistent, symmetric, direct and converse coupling terms, and it captures the size effect on
the coupling coefficient.
Based on a modal analysis procedure, closed-form solutions of the electromechanical fre-
quency response functions (voltage across the electrical load and coupled vibration response)
are given. Results of an extensive analysis are presented at different geometric scales (mm,
µm, and nm thickness levels with a fixed aspect ratio) for a Strontium Titanate (STO)
cantilever that is shunted to a resistive electrical load for quantifying the electrical power
output and its feedback on the vibration response due to the converse effect. Harmonic
excitation is assumed and the focus of the numerical study is placed on the fundamental










Figure 11: (a) Tip displacement and (b) admittance frequency response functions (in
magnitude form) for actuation of cantilevered STO with a fixed aspect ratio of 100/5/1
(L/b/h) for three different geometric scales with the following thickness (h) values: (i) 1
mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
continuous surface electrodes are employed. However, the model can be employed for higher
vibration modes, segmented electrodes, as well as other deterministic or random mechanical
excitation forms.
The transverse mode flexoelectric coupling coefficient, k, (as a direct and compact mea-
sure of energy conversion) is analytically extracted from the short- and open-circuit natural
frequencies. Dependence of the coupling coefficient on the thickness and material parameters
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(figure of merit) is discussed in detail. The flexoelectric energy conversion and harvesting
become significant only at nm thickness levels for typical flexoelectric coefficients obtained
from atomistic simulations (with order of magnitude 10−9 C/m). For instance, the negli-
gible flexoelectric coupling of an STO cantilever at the mm thickness level increases by 6
orders of magnitude (from k ≈ 3.5 × 10−7 to k ≈ 0.33) when the thickness is reduced to
nm-level.
Substantially high values of flexoelectric coefficients ( 10−4 C/m) reported in the lit-
erature based on experiments conducted with mm-thick samples result in extremely high
values of the coupling coefficient, yielding values nearly unity for all submicron thickness
levels, and therefore suggesting very high energy conversion even at µm thickness level,
which is not the case in reality. This observation confirms that the identified constants
for certain mm-thick samples probably do not represent bulk flexoelectricity and are not
valid at other scales (and cannot be used in the proposed model). Overall the framework
given in this chapter is suitable for modeling and analysis of centrosymmetric dielectric
materials (such as STO) and structural configurations that are flexoelectric but not piezo-





MODEL FOR BENDING VIBRATIONS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we establish and explore a complete analytical framework based on Eqs. 4
and 5 by accounting for both the flexoelectric and piezoelectric effects. The focus is placed on
the development of governing electro-elastodynamic flexoelectric-piezoelectric equations for
the problems of energy harvesting, sensing, and actuation. The coupled governing equations
are analyzed to obtain the frequency response functions such as the voltage output across
the electrical load per base acceleration (in case of mechanical excitation) or electromechan-
ical admittance in dynamic actuation (in case of electrical excitation). Furthermore, the
coupling coefficient for the bimorph configuration is identified and its size dependence is
explored.
3.2 Flexoelectric-piezoelectric Euler-Bernoulli beam model for energy
harvesting and actuation
Figure 12 shows bimorph piezoelectric cantilevers under transverse base excitation for en-
ergy harvesting from bending vibrations (Fig. 12a) and under dynamic voltage actuation
to create dynamic bending deformation (Fig. 12b). In the following, we formulate these
two problems for series connected piezoelectric layers (assuming oppositely poled layers) by
accounting for both flexoelectricity and piezoelectricity. The direct and converse effects are
defined as given by Eqs. 4 and 5 in Chapter 1. Specifically we obtain the voltage output and
vibration response frequency response functions (FRFs) in the energy harvesting problem,
and vibration response and electromechanical admittance FRFs in the actuation problem
in closed form to use in simulations of the next section.
Following an electromechanical modal analysis procedure similar to the one in Chapter
2 for an Euler Bernoulli beam, the governing equations for the forced vibration of a uniform
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(a) (b)
Figure 12: Bimorph cantilevers undergoing bending vibrations (exhibiting combined
flexoelectric and piezoelectric effects at very small thickness levels): (a) Energy harvest-
ing/sensing in response to mechanical excitation; (b) shape morphing or dynamic actuation
under electrical excitation







2ηr(t)− θrv(t) = fr(t) (50)
where ωr is the natural frequency of the r-th vibration mode in short circuit, ζr is the


































both the flexoelectric and piezoelectric coupling terms exhibit symmetry in the mechanical
force balance and electrical current balance equations.
The equivalent electromechanical equations governing the modal mechanical and voltage




















where the equivalent capacitance is C = Cp/2.
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where i(t) is the electric current input associated with the dynamic actuation.
3.3 Electromechanical frequency response at steady state
3.3.1 Voltage and vibration response for energy harvesting
For harmonic base excitation, the steady state modal mechanical response of the beam and
the steady state voltage response across the resistive load are also harmonic at the same


































 φr(x1)ejωtω2r − ω2 + j2ζrωrω
 (58)
3.3.2 Vibration response and current drawn for actuation
The governing equations in energy harvesting can be modified to represent the actuation
problem similarly, such that there is no base excitation (fr(t) = 0) and the excitation is
due to harmonic voltage input as given by Eqs. 55 and 56. The steady state mechanical

















3.4 Size effects on modal electromechanical coupling coefficient
Using the dynamic (resonant) definition of the modal electromechanical coupling coefficient
based on the difference between the open-circuit and short-circuit natural frequencies given
by Eq. 43 in Chapter 2, the expression for the flexoelectric-piezoelectric coupling coefficient







where αr = − sin(λr)− sinh(λr) +σr (cos(λr)− cosh(λr)) and h = 2hp. Equation 61 clearly
captures the thickness dependence of the flexoelectric effect and shows that with decreased
thickness (h), the coupling coefficient (k) increases. Expectedly, the piezoelectric term
has no size-dependence. This equation also shows the effect of material properties on the
coupling coefficient and gives insight into the sign of the flexoelectric constant (µ1133), which
has varied from experimental and atomistic simulations [60]. Equation 61 shows that the
flexoelectric and piezoelectric constants should have the same sign to prevent cancellation
(and division by zero) at a particular thickness.
3.5 Case studies and results
In this section, simulations are performed to show the effect of thickness on the electrome-
chanical coupling and the frequency response behavrior of a uniform bimorph cantileverd
beam for energy harvesting and actuation. The simulations in this section are for Bar-
ium Titanate (BTO) using the atomistic value presented by Maranganti and Sharma [60]
of µ1133 = −5.463 × 10−9 C/m along with the necessary material properties [8]: e311 =
−4.4 C/m2, cE1111 = 166 GPa, εs33 = 12.56 nF/m, and ρ = 5720 kg/m
3.
3.5.1 Electromechanical coupling and size effects
The electromechanical coupling coefficient due to combined flexoelectric and piezoelectric
energy conversion is plotted for a range of cantilever thicknesses in Fig. 13. The focus is
placed on the fundamental bending vibration mode (r = 1 ), and the beam thicknesses
in the simulations range from 1 mm to 1 nm. As stated previously based on Eq. 61, the
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coupling coefficient increases with decreased thickness and is illustrated graphically in Fig.
13. The isolated flexoelectric and piezoelectric coupling coefficients are also shown in Fig.
13 and it is seen that only submicron scale (mainly below ∼ 100 nm) does the flexoelectric
effect become appreciable, and it strongly enhances the overall electromechanical coupling.
For micron thickness and above the overall electromechanical coupling is merely due to bulk
piezoelectricity; however, the electromechanical coupling is dramatically enhanced due to
flexoelectricity for thickness levels approaching the nanoscale.
Figure 13: Transverse mode coupling coefficient (k) vs. bimorph thickness (h) for BTO
cantilever for combined flexoelectric and piezoelectric effects, piezoelectric effect only, and
flexoelectric effect only (by employing the atomistic flexoelectric constant value calculated
by Maranganti and Sharma [60])
3.5.2 Electromechanical frequency response in energy harvesting
The electromechanical frequency response behavior of a bimorph cantilevered flexoelectric
and piezoelectric energy harvester under base excitation is simulated with a focus on the
first bending mode (r = 1) for a range of electrical load resistive values. Three differ-
ent geometric scales are explored ranging from mm-scale to nm-scale. For each case, the
length/width/total thickness aspect ratio was fixed at 100/5/1. The bimorph is made of
BTO and has perfectly conductive surface electrodes on the faces that are perpendicular to
the transverse base excitation. A mechanical quality factor (Q) of 50 is assumed, yielding
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an approximate modal mechanical damping ratio of 1% of the critical damping. Three cases
with total thicknesses (h) of 1 mm, 1 µm, and 1 nm (thickness of one layer of the bimorph
is hp = h/2) are analyzed while keeping the aspect ratio of L/b/h fixed at 100/5/1. The
mechanical excitation is harmonic base acceleration, d2wb(t)/dt
2 = −ω2W0ejωt. The results
are presented as frequency response magnitude maps normalized by the base acceleration
quantified in terms of gravitational acceleration as in the previous chapter. To capture opti-
mal load in power generation and respective trends with changing load, a range of electrical
resistive load values spanning from short- to open-circuit conditions (100 Ω to 1 GΩ) are
simulated for each case.
The voltage output (per base acceleration) frequency response map for the 1 mm-thick
BTO bimorph (100mm x 5mm x 1mm) is shown in Fig. 14a.i. With increased electrical
load resistance, the voltage increases monotonically at all frequencies, as a typical trend
in energy harvesting [37]. It is shown that the resonance frequency for the 1 mm-thick
BTO cantilever is unaffected by the change in resistive load, i.e. the frequency of peak
magnitude does not change as the electrical load resistance value is swept from short- to
open-circuit conditions. This indicates very low electromechanical coupling such that the
feedback in the mechanical domain due to induced low voltage is negligible. The combined
flexoelectric-piezoelectric coupling coefficient for the 1 mm thickness level and BTO material
property combination is obtained from Eq. 61 or Fig. 13 as k ≈ 0.0652 (which is roughly
the bulk piezoelectric value) confirming negligible contribution from flexoelectricity. The
beam thickness is then decreased to 1 µm while keeping the same aspect ratio (i.e. the
dimensions are now 100 µm x 5 µm x 1 µm). The voltage output frequency response map
for this case is shown in Fig. 14a.ii. As with the 1 mm thickness case, the 1 µm-thick BTO
bimorph shows no noticeable shift in the fundamental resonance frequency with changing
load resistance. The combined flexoelectric-piezoelectric coupling coefficient for this case is
k ≈ 0.0655, which again, indicates negligible flexoelectric contribution. The beam thickness
is further decreased to 1 nm (beam dimensions of 100 nm x 5 nm x 1nm) and the analysis
is repeated. The nm-thick bimorph exhibits a shift in resonance from short- to open-circuit
conditions as shown in Fig. 14a.iii. This shows significant electromechanical coupling as
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Figure 14: (a) Voltage output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magnitude
form and per base acceleration) and (b) current output frequency response vs. load resis-
tance maps (in magnitude form and per base acceleration) for cantilevered BTO harvesters
with a fixed aspect ratio of 100/5/1 (L/b/h) for three different geometric scales with the
following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
The electric current flowing to the resistive load is simply obtained from the voltage
output using Ohms law. The current output (per base acceleration) frequency response
maps are also generated for the BTO bimorph for each geometric scale as shown in Fig. 14b.
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The electrical current output decreases with increased electrical load resistance, which is
the opposite trend as compared to voltage output. At all frequencies, the maximum current
is achieved under short-circuit conditions of the surface electrodes. As with the voltage
output frequency response maps, similar trends are observed for each case study in terms
of the coupling coefficient. The thickness levels of 1 mm and 1 µm show no noticeable shift
in resonance frequency (Figs. 14b.i and 14b.ii), indicating low electromechanical coupling.
The 1 nm thickness case shows significant frequency shift (Fig. 14b.iii), revealing strong
electromechanical coupling as discussed previously for the voltage output, as a result of
flexoelectric contribution.
The electrical power output is calculated for each of the three geometric scales and
fixed aspect ratio. The resulting graphs are shown in Fig. 15a. The optimal load for peak
power output can be determined for each case from the power output frequency response
maps. Both the 1 mm and 1 µm-thick harvesters result in a peak power output around
100 kΩ (Figs. 15a.i and 15a.ii). The power output frequency response maps for 1mm and
1 µm thick cases show the resonance frequency to be insensitive to the resistive load due
to very low electromechanical coupling. Consequently, a single optimal load is observed
in the power map for the fundamental vibration mode for each case. However, the 1 nm-
thick harvester exhibits two peak values for two distinct optimal electrical loads, 100 kΩ
and 1 MΩ, respectively, at the short-circuit and open-circuit frequencies, yielding the same
power output (Fig.15a.iii) . This is an indication of a relatively strongly coupled harvester
configuration, the majority of which is due to flexoelectricity.
Finally, it is of interest to explore the structural response of the BTO bimorph while
generating electricity from strain (piezoelectric effect) and strain gradient (flexoelectric ef-
fect) fluctuations in response to mechanical base excitation. The motion of the cantilever
is evaluated at the tip (x1 = L ) using Eq. 58. Figure 15b shows the tip displacement
maps for all three geometric scales of the bimorph using the same load resistances and
normalized excitation frequency range. For the 1 mm-thick and 1 µm-thick bimorphs, the
vibration response of the cantilever is insensitive to change in electrical load resistance,










Figure 15: (a) Power output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magnitude
form and per base acceleration squared) and (b) tip displacement frequency response vs.
load resistance maps (in magnitude form and per base acceleration) for cantilevered BTO
harvesters with a fixed aspect ratio of 100/5/1 (L/b/h) for three different geometric scales
with the following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
thickness levels (Figs. 15b.i and 15b.ii). Therefore, as a result of weak electromechanical
coupling, variation in the resistive load does not create any significant dissipation in the
vibration response of the BTO bimorph. However, for the bimorph with 1 nm thickness, the
electromechanical coupling is much stronger, as seen from previous power output graphs,
and therefore, mechanical to electrical energy conversion is rather significant. Consequently,
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the structural response of the bimorph is sensitive to changing the electrical resistive load,
as seen in Fig. 15b.iii, near the resonant frequency. Certain load resistance values result in
significant shunt damping due to strong converse coupling.
3.5.3 Electromechanical frequency response in actuation
The same modeling framework is used to understand the electromechanical response of the
bimorphs in the case of electrical excitation for the same set of system parameters. Of
interest, is the tip displacement frequency response (structural response for unit actuation
voltage input) from Eq. 59 and the admittance frequency response (amount of current
drawn for unit actuation voltage input) calculated from Eq. 60. The tip displacement and
admittance frequency responses are shown in Figs. 16a and 16b, respectively. Particularly,
in the admittance plots, the percentage difference between the resonance and antiresonance
frequencies is a measure of electromechanical coupling, and it increases substantially for the
nm thickness level due to flexoelectric contribution to electromechanical coupling.
3.6 Conclusions
An electromechanical framework is developed and analyzed for combined transverse mode
flexoelectric and piezoelectric energy harvesting from the bending vibration of piezoceramic
bimorph accounting for two-way electromechanical coupling. The modeling framework is
based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and properly accounts for thermodynamically
consistent, symmetric, direct and converse coupling terms, and it captures the size effect
on the combined flexoelectric-piezoelectric coupling coefficient. Based on a modal analy-
sis procedure, closed-form solutions of the electromechanical frequency response functions
are presented along with various case studies for a broad range of geometric parameters.
Thickness dependence of the electromechanical coupling (which is a measure of energy con-
version) is analytically extracted and its size dependence is observed also in simulations of
the electromechanical frequency response functions. The flexoelectric-piezoelectric coupling
increases from the bulk piezoelectric value of k ≈ 0.0652 at the mm-scale to k ≈ 0.365 at
the nm-scale owing to flexoelectric contribution. Overall, since the coupling coefficient is










Figure 16: (a) Tip displacement and (b) admittance frequency response functions (in
magnitude form) for actuation of bimorph cantilevered BTO with a fixed aspect ratio of
100/5/1 (L/b/h) for three different geometric scales with the following thickness (h) values:
(i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
levels due to the flexoelectric effect. The proposed model can be used for parameter iden-
tification as well as performance quantification and optimization in combined flexoelectric
and piezoelectric energy harvesting. The model was also implemented for dynamic actua-
tion, which could be of interest for next-generation NEMS concepts involving actuation for
nanocantilevers with submicron thickness levels.
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECT OF VARYING CROSS-SECTION ON RESONANT
BENDING VIBRATIONS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we aim to develop the governing electroelastodynamic flexoelectric and
flexoelectric-piezoelectric equations for a bimorph cantilever with varying cross-sectional
widths for energy harvesting and actuation. For non-uniform cross-sections, the exact solu-
tion is not available; therefore, an energy formulation is used to derive the electromechanical
Lagrange’s equations based on the extended Hamilton’s principle. The coupled governing
equations are analyzed to obtain the frequency response functions and study the effects of
various axial geometry profiles on the electromechanical coupling for both energy harvesting
(mechanical base excitation) and dynamic actuation (electrical excitation). The effects of
the axial strain gradient are also studied for a flexoelectric bimorph cantilever by simulating
the frequency response behavior for various cross-sectional profiles.
4.2 Flexoelectric bimorph with varying cross-section and axial strain
gradient
First we consider the problem of a centrosymmetric thin bimorph cantilever for linear bend-
ing vibrations (Fig. 17). Chapters 2 and 3 showed that flexoelectricity is only significant at
the nanoscale and flexoelectricity yields enhanced electromechanical coupling in nanocan-
tilevers due to gradient effects. In the following, we formulate this problem assuming each
layer is connected to a resistive load to study the effects of the axial strain gradient and
the effects of varying width on the flexoelectric behavior. For arbitrary cross-sections, the
problem has no exact solution unlike the uniform cross-section cases of Chapters 2 and 3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 17: (a) Bimorph flexoelectric cantilever undergoing bending vibrations for energy
harvesting/sensing (each layer individually connected to a resistive load) in response to
mechanical excitation; (b) top view of bimorph with varying cross-sectional width
4.2.1 Electromechanical Lagrange’s equations based on the extended Hamil-
ton’s principle
In the absence of mechanical dissipative effects, the extended Hamilton’s principle with the
internal electrical energy is
t2∫
t1
(δT − δU + δWie + δWnc)dt = 0 (62)
where δT , δU , and δWie are the first variations of the total kinetic energy, the total po-
tential energy, and the internal electrical energy while δWnc is the virtual work of the
non-conservative mechanical force and electrical charge components.
For consideration of the base excitation effect in the kinetic energy, the mechanical
damping is to be introduced later. The only non-conservative virtual work is due to the
electric charge output (Q(t))
δWnc = δWnce = Q(t)δv(t) (63)







where S11 is the axial strain (given by Eq. 12), T11 is the axial stress due to bending (given
by Eq. 4), and the integral is performed over the volume of the material. The total kinetic













where ρ is the mass density of the material, the superscript T indicates the transpose, and
um is the modified displacement vector that is the superposition of the base displacement
input and the beam displacement and is given as
um = [0 0 wrel(x1, t) + wb(x1, t)]
T (66)







where E3 is the electric field and D3 is the electric displacement.
The constitutive equation for the stress component and the electric displacement to





in the flexoelectric material are


















































































where vt and vb is the voltage in the top and bottom layers, respectively. The zeroth and
























Following the method of assumed modes for an electromechanical system [34], the com-
ponents of the extended Hamilton’s principle are discretized. The distributed parameter in
the mechanical domain is wrel(x1, t) while the electrical variable is v(t). Let the vibration





where φr(x1) is the kinematically admissible trial functions which satisfy the respective
essential boundary conditions (at the fixed end for a cantilever), ar(t) is the unknown
generalized coordinates, and N is the number of modes considered in the solution.
The electromechanical Lagrange’s equations based on the extended Hamilton’s principle











































where Qt and Qb are the electric charge outputs of each flexoelectric layer.
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4.2.2 Voltage and vibration response for energy harvesting
The resulting Lagrange equation for the generalized coordinate ai in matrix form is
mä + dȧ + ka− θ̃tvt − θ̃
b
vb = f (79)
where the damping matrix is d = µm + γk. Here, µ and γ are the constants of mass and
stiffness proportionality, respectively.



















ȧ = 0 (81)
The N×1 vector of generalized coordinates is a = [a1 a2 . . . aN ]T and the N×1 vectors








































































For harmonic base displacement the generalized coordinates are also harmonic at the
same frequency. Solving Eqs. 79, 80, and 81 for the steady state transverse vibration and
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voltage responses





























where ΦT is the vectorial representations of the respectable admissible function sets φr(x1)
and Γ =
(




























4.3 Flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph with varying cross-section
Next, we consider a bimorph with varying cross-sectional width for series connected piezo-
electric layers (assuming oppositely poled layers) by accounting for both flexoelectricity and
piezoelectricity as shown in Fig. 18. In the following, we formulate the problems of trans-
verse base excitation for energy harvesting from bending vibrations (Fig. 18) and under
dynamic voltage actuation for a fixed base to create dynamic bending deformation in the
same vein as Chapters 2 and 3 (not shown in Fig. 18). The direct and converse effects
are defined as given by Eqs. 4 and 5 in Chapter 1. We obtain the voltage output and
vibration response frequency response functions (FRFs) in the energy harvesting problem,
and vibration response and electromechanical admittance FRFs in the actuation problem
in closed form to use in simulations of the next section.
(a) (b)
Figure 18: (a) Bimorph cantilever undergoing bending vibrations (exhibiting combined
flexoelectric and piezoelectric effects at very small thickness levels) for energy harvest-
ing/sensing in response to mechanical excitation; (b) top view of bimorph with varying
cross-sectional width
The electromechanical Lagrange’s equations based on the extended Hamilton’s principle
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where Q is the electric charge output of the piezoceramic layer.
4.3.1 Voltage and vibration response for energy harvesting
Evaluating Eqs. 64, 65, 67 and substituting in to Eqs. 90 and 91, the first set of Lagrange’s
equations (for the generalized coordinate al) becomes
mä + dȧ + ka− θ̃v = f (92)
where the damping matrix is d = µm + γk. Here µ and γ are the constants of mass and
stiffness proportionality, respectively.








ȧ = 0 (93)
The N × 1 vector of generalized coordinates is a = [a1 a2 . . . aN ]T and the N × 1 vector
of electromechanical coupling is θ̃ =
[





































For harmonic base displacement the generalized coordinates are also harmonic at the
same frequency. Solving Eqs. 92 and 93 for the steady state transverse vibration and
voltage responses














where ΦT is the vectorial representations of the respectable admissible function sets φr(x1)
and Γ =
(












4.3.2 Vibration response and current drawn for actuation
The governing equations in energy harvesting (Eqs. 92 and 93) can be modified to represent
the actuation problem similarly such that there is no base excitation (fr = 0) and the
excitation is due to harmonic voltage input, yielding

















4.4 Case studies and results
In this section, the electromechanical frequency response behavior of cantilevered bimorph
beams are simulated with a focus on the first bending mode (r = 1) for a broad range
of electrical load resistance values. Four different widths are explored, shown in Fig. 19,
spanning from a wider tip to uniform width to a narrow tip. Damping is neglected (in all
cases) to better visualize the change in electromechanical coupling (i.e. short- and open-
circuit resonances, or the resonance and antiresonance in the admittance). The admissible





. Chapters 2 and 3
showed that the flexoelectric effect is only significant at the nanoscale in Euler-Bernoulli
beams; therefore, simulations will be performed at the nanoscale to study the effects of
varying cross-section on flexoelectric coupling.
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Figure 19: Schematic of bimorph cantilevered BTO harvesters with a varying cross sec-
tional widths: (a) b(x1) = b̃, (b) b(x1) = − b̃2Lx1 + b̃, (c) b(x1) = −
3̃b






4.4.1 Effects of axial strain gradient in bending vibrations of flexoelectric bi-
morph beams
First, the effect of axial strain gradient is studied by simulating the electromechanical
frequency response of a cantilevered bimorph flexoelectric (and non-piezoelectric) energy
harvester under base excitation. For each case the length is L = 200 nm, the thickness of
each layer is h = 2 nm, and the nominal width is b̃ = 20 nm. The cantilever is made of
Strontium Titanate (STO) and has perfectly conductive surface electrodes on the faces that
are perpendicular to the direction of transverse base excitation (Fig. 17). The simulations
are for Strontium Titanate (STO) using the elastic [9, 44] and dielectric [89, 3] properties of
c1111 = 318 GPa, ρ = 5116 kg/m
3, and ε33 = 2.66 nF/m (for the room temperature relative
permittivity [89, 88, 3], ε33/ε0 = 300), and using the atomistic flexoelectric coefficient value
[60] of µ1133 = −3.75× 10−9 C/m.
To observe the effect of the axial strain gradient term on the flexoelectric energy har-
vester the electrical power output for the top and bottom layers are calculated using∣∣vt(t)/− ω2W0ejωt∣∣2/Rlt and ∣∣vb(t)/− ω2W0ejωt∣∣2/Rlb. The results are shown in Fig. 20 for
a resistive load of 100 kΩ for the four cases of varying widths. The power output with the
axial flexoelectric term included is nearly identical to the power output when it is not in-
cluded, for all varying width cases for both the top and bottom layers (plots appear identical
in Figs. 20a and 20b). To view the slight difference the power output when the axial strain
gradient term is included and when it is neglected, the plots must be zoomed in. Figure 21
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shows a zoomed in version of the power output FRF plot for both top and bottom layers for
a single case of varying cross-sectional width. The small effect of the axial strain gradient
term can be seen for both the top and bottom layers. A 0.03% power output difference
results when including the axial strain gradient term, proving it is negligible at the aspect
ratio used. Therefore, it can be neglected in the derivation of long, thin cantilever beams
even with varying cross-section.
(a) (b)
Figure 20: Power output frequency response for STO cantilevered flexoelectric bimorph
with varying cross-sectional width undergoing bending vibrations for (a) top layer and (b)
bottom layer each connected to 100 kΩ resistive load.
(a) (b)
Figure 21: Zoomed in view of power output frequency response for STO cantilevered
flexoelectric bimorph with varying cross-sectional width b(x1) = − b̃2Lx1 + b̃ undergoing
bending vibrations: (a) top layer, (b) bottom layer each connected to 100 kΩ resistive
load.
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4.4.2 Electromechanical frequency response in energy harvesting for varying
cross-section flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph beams
Next, simulations are performed to show the frequency response behavior for resonant en-
ergy harvesting and actuation of bimorph cantilevered beams with varying cross sectional
widths (neglecting the axial strain gradient). The simulations in this section are for Bar-
ium Titanate (BTO) using the atomistic value presented by Maranganti and Sharma [60]
of µ1133 = −5.463 × 10−9 C/m along with the necessary material properties [8]: e311 =
−4.4 C/m2, cE1111 = 166 GPa, εs33 = 12.56 nF/m, and ρ = 5720 kg/m
3. For each case, the
L/b̃/h aspect ratio was fixed at 100/5/1 and the total thickness is h = 8 nm. Four bimorphs
are simulated with width profiles shown in Fig. 19.
To observe the effect of varying cross-sectional width on the flexoelectric-piezoelectric
energy harvester, the electrical power FRF is calculated using
∣∣v(t)/− ω2W0ejωt∣∣2/Rl for
each of the widths. The results are shown in Fig. 19 for a range of resistive loads. The
optimal load for peak power output can be determined for each case from the power output
frequency response maps. Each case exhibits two peak values for two distinct optimal
electrical loads, 100 kΩ and 100 MΩ, respectively, at the short-circuit and open-circuit
frequencies, yielding the same power output. This is an indication of a relatively strongly
coupled harvester configuration. The dynamic definition of the modal electromechanical
coupling coefficient can be obtained based on the difference between the open-circuit and
short-circuit natural frequencies as defined by Eq. 43 in Chapter 2. The uniform cantilever
(Fig. 22a) has a coupling coefficient of k = 0.105 which is in good agreement with the
analytical results from section 3.5.1 (see Fig. 13). The coupling increases with decreased
tip width as shown in Fig. 22. The power output FRFs shown in Figs. 22b and 22c for
narrower tip beams (Figs. 19b and 19c, respectively) exhibit a flexoelectric-piezoelectric
coupling of k = 0.114 and k = 0.119, respectively. The larger tip width showed a decreased
the coupling coefficient, k = 0.094 (Fig. 22d) but increased power output due to the larger
tip acting like a tip mass (yielding an increased forcing under base excitation).
As in the previous chapter, it is of interest to understand structural response with varying




Figure 22: Power output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magnitude form
and per base acceleration squared) for bimorph cantilevered BTO harvesters with a varying
cross sectional widths: (a) b(x1) = b̃, (b) b(x1) = − b̃2Lx1 + b̃, (c) b(x1) = −
3̃b






effect) and strain gradient (flexoelectric effect) fluctuations in response to mechanical base
excitation. The motion of the cantilever is evaluated at the tip (x1 = L) using Eq. 98.
Figure 23 shows the tip displacement maps for all four width cases of the bimorph using the
same load resistances and normalized excitation frequency range. The electromechanical
coupling is relatively strong, as seen from previous electrical power output graphs (Fig. 22),
and therefore, mechanical to electrical energy conversion is rather significant. Consequently,
the structural response of the bimorph is sensitive to changing the electrical resistive load,
as seen in Fig. 23, near the resonant frequency.
4.4.3 Electromechanical frequency response in actuation for varying cross-
section flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph beams
The approximate analytical modeling framework is used to simulate the electromechanical
response of the bimorphs with varying cross-sectional widths in the case of electrical exci-




Figure 23: Tip displacement output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in
magnitude form and per base acceleration) for bimorph cantilevered BTO harvesters with a








determined from Eq. 100 and the admittance frequency response from Eq. 101. The tip dis-
placement and admittance frequency responses are shown in Figs. 24a and 24b, respectively.
In the admittance plots, the percentage difference between the resonance and antiresonance
frequencies is a measure of electromechanical coupling, and it increases significantly for the
decreased tip width as indicated by the arrow in the inset of Fig. 24b.
Varying the cross-section results in a change in strain gradient distribution and can be
used to increases the electromechanical coupling as shown in the previous power output, tip
displacement, and admittance plots (Figs. 22, 23, and 24b). As shown by Eqs. 1 and 12, the
strain gradient, ∂S11/∂x3, in this model is nothing but the negative curvature of the beam.
With decreased tip width the normalized curvature or strain distribution improves resulting
in increased flexoelectric coupling. The normalized curvature for the varying cross-sectional
widths is shown in Fig. 25b for the approximate analytical model (lines) and finite element
analysis results (markers). The normalized curvature shows an increase with decreased tip
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(a) (b)
Figure 24: (a) Tip displacement and (b) admittance frequency response functions (in
magnitude form) for actuation of cantilevered BTO with varying cross sectional width.
width which explains the enhancement in the electromechanical coupling (Figs. 22, 23, and
24b).
(a) (b)
Figure 25: Normalized (a) displacement and (b) curvature distributions of a thin can-
tilever with varying cross-sectional width for the fundamental bending vibration mode
(r = 1) with arrow indicating decreased tip width and markers showing finite element
analysis results from COMSOL.
4.5 Conclusions
An approximate analytical modeling framework for flexoelectric and piezoelectric effects
and its modal analysis are presented for varying cross-section thin beams under bending
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vibrations. For arbitrary cross-sections, the exact solution is beyond reach, and therefore an
energy formulation is used. This model is based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory for the
extended Hamilton’s principle formulation and and properly accounts for thermodynami-
cally consistent, symmetric, direct and converse coupling terms that include the combined
flexoelectric and piezoelectric transverse coupling terms, revealing symmetric coupling. The
same modeling framework was used to understand the electromechanical response of the
bimorphs with varying cross-sectional widths in the case of electrical excitation. The ef-
fect of the axial strain gradient was shown to be negligible for long, thin beams. Varying
cross-section profile (with a reduced tip width) in nanocantilevers yields increased elec-
tromechanical coupling. An increase of 14% in the coupling was seen when the uniform
cross-section beam (k ≈ 0.105) was decreased to a beam with tip width 1/4 the base width
(k ≈ 0.119). Larger tip width showed a decrease in coupling (k ≈ 0.094) but an increase in
power output do to the larger tip acting like a tip mass (yielding increased forcing magni-
tude under base excitation). In addition to varying cross-section, the effect of axial strain
gradient was also studied. The axial strain gradient was found to be negligible of long, thin
cantilever beams even with varying cross-section.
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CHAPTER V
GEOMETRICALLY NONLINEAR FLEXOELECTRIC AND
FLEXOELECTRIC-PIEZOELECTRIC CANTILEVER FOR ENERGY
HARVESTING
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we establish and analyze a geometrically nonlinear framework by accounting
for the flexoelectric effect in monolayer dielectric cantilevers as well as bimorph piezoelectric
cantilevers. Linear constitutive equations are used with the nonlinearity coming from the
moderately large deformation of the cantilever with inextensibility condition. The focus
is placed on the development of governing electroelastodynamic flexoelectric equations for
the problem of resonant energy harvesting. The governing electroelastic equations are de-
rived and then solved using the method of harmonic balance. Case studies are reported for
the energy harvesting performance and size effects for a strontium titanate monolayer (non-
piezoelectric) cantilever and a barium titanate bimorph cantilever under bending vibrations
using atomistic flexoelectric constants from existing literature. The electromechanical fre-
quency response functions for resonant power density and transmissibility are explored to
capture size dependence.
5.2 Electroelastodynamic flexoelectric and flexoelectric-piezoelectric equa-
tions
We consider the problem of a centrosymmetric thin monolayer cantilever (Fig. 26) and a
piezoelectric bimorph cantilever (not shown) under mechanical base excitation for trans-
verse (bending) vibrations. Linear electroelastic material behavior and geometrically large
oscillations are considered in this continuum framework.
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Figure 26: Base-excited centrosymmetric dielectric cantilever with surface electrodes (that
are perpendicular to the thickness direction) connected to a resistive electrical load for
energy harvesting, and a cross-sectional view for large deformations
5.2.1 Flexoelectric monolayer under base excitation






















The bending strain for an Euler Bernoulli beam is given by S11 = −x3θ,s, where θ is the
angular displacement, x3 is the distance from the neutral axis, and the subscript s denotes
a spatial derivative with respect to the arc length s. The electric field across the electrodes




h , where v is the voltage across the electrodes and λ̇ is the time
























































where H(s) is the Heaviside step function and ϑ = bµ1133, C = bLε33/h, and I = bh
3/12.













where m is the mass per unit length of the beam (m = ρbh), ux1 is the axial displacement,
ux3 is the transverse displacement, ub is the base displacement and the subscript t indicates
a derivative with respect to time.
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For an inextensible cantilever, the Lagrangian, L = T −U , needs to include a Lagrange






































The virtual work on the structure includes linear structural damping and electrical dissipa-











Using Eqs. 106 and 107, Hamilton’s principle,
t2∫
t1
(δL+ δWNC)dt = 0, is applied as
described by Tan et al. [78]. This yields two equations of motion given as















































ds = 0 (109)
For harmonic base excitation about the first natural frequency of the structure, a single
mode assumption can be made for primary resonance behavior, ux3(s, t) = φ(s)η(t) , where





















where λ1 = 1.8751 and the mass normalization condition is
L∫
0
mφi(s)φj(s)ds = δij .
Applying 110 to Eqs. 108 and 109 yields the equations of motion in modal coordinates,







η η̇2 + η2η̈
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+ θη̇ + θNLη
2η̇ = 0 (112)
where m∗, c∗, and k∗ are the equivalent linear mass, damping and stiffness terms, α∗ is
the geometric hardening coefficient, β∗ is the inertial softening coefficient, θ is the linear
coupling coefficient, θNL is the nonlinear electromechanical coupling coefficient and G
∗ is




φ2(s)ds, c∗ = cz
∫ L
0




















































Substituting Eq.114 into Eqs. 111 and 112 yields the non-dimensional modal equations
of motion










˙̄v + κv̄ + χ ˙̄η + χNLη̄
2 ˙̄η = 0 (116)
where the non-dimensional parameters are
Z = 2ζ, A =
α∗
m∗ωn2φ(L)























5.2.2 Flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph under base excitation
For a piezoelectric bimorph in bending the electric enthalpy density given by Eq. 102 can









































2 e311 + bµ1133, Cp =
1





The kinetic energy is given by Eq. 105 where the mass per unit length of the bimorph
beam is m = 2ρbhp.
As with an inextensible monolayer cantilever, the Lagrangian for the inextensible bi-
morph, L = T − U , needs to include a Lagrange multiplier, Λ, to account for the inexten-









































(δL+ δWNC)dt = 0, is applied as done in the previous section and
described by Tan et al. [78]. The resulting equations of motion are given as















































ds = 0 (122)
For harmonic base excitation about the first natural frequency of the structure, a single
mode assumption can be made for primary resonance behavior, ux3(s, t) = φ(s)η(t) , where
φ(s) is the mass normalized first mode shape of a cantilever given by Eq. 110 with the
respective mass and length parameters for the bimorph beam. The modal equations of
motion are obtained by applying Eq. 110 to Eqs. 121 and 122 yielding







η η̇2 + η2η̈
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− θpv − θpNLvη





+ θpη̇ + θpNLη
2η̇ = 0 (124)
where m∗, c∗, and k∗p are the equivalent linear mass, damping and stiffness terms, α
∗
p is
the geometric hardening coefficient, β∗ is the inertial softening coefficient, θp is the linear
coupling coefficient, θpNL is the nonlinear electromechanical coupling coefficient and G
∗ is




φ2(s)ds, c∗ = cz
∫ L
0






















































Substituting Eq.126 into Eqs. 123 and 124 yields the non-dimensional modal equations
of motion for the flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph












˙̄v + κpv̄ + χ
p ˙̄η + χpNLη̄
2 ˙̄η = 0 (128)
where the non-dimensional parameters for the bimorph beam are
Z = 2ζ, Ap =
α∗p
m∗ωn2φ(L)
























5.2.3 Method of harmonic balance to solve equations
The coupled ODEs given by Eqs. 115 and 116 for the monolayer and Eqs. 127 and 128 for
the bimorph are solved using the method of harmonic balance [64] for a range of resistive
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loads and acceleration levels. For harmonic base excitation with a driving frequency of Ω,
the mechanical response and the voltage output are expected to be periodic at the same

































where Q is the number of harmonic considered and due to the symmetry of the structure,
the typical constants a0 and b0 of the Fourier series are zero. Substituting the approximate
solutions (Eq.130) into Eqs. 115 and 116 yields the residual functions








−ΠvQ −ΠNLvQwQ2 − Γ cos Ω
τ
ωn
R2 = v̇Q + κvQ + χẇQ + χNLwQ
2ẇQ
(131)
The equations for the flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph yield similar residual functions
with the respective non-dimensional parameters.
Using the Galerkin method of weighted residuals, a system of 4Q algebraic equations




































dt = 0, q = 1, ..., Q
(132)
Here we choose to include Q = 3 harmonics resulting in 12 equations and 12 unknowns.
These equations are solved using a multivariate Newton-Raphson method. The driving
frequency Ω is linearly swept up and down around the first natural frequency.
5.3 Case studies and results
In this section, the electromechanical frequency response functions of cantilevered flex-
oelectric and flexoelectric-piezoelectric energy harvesters under base excitation are sim-
ulated with a focus on the first bending mode (r = 1) for a broad range of electrical
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load resistance values and base excitation levels. For both beams, three different geomet-
ric scales are explored, spanning from mm-scale to nm-scale thickness. For each case the
length/width/thickness aspect (L/b/h, h = 2hp for bimorph) ratio is fixed at 600/30/1. The
cantilevers have perfectly conductive surface electrodes on the faces that are perpendicular
to the direction of transverse base excitation (Fig. 26). A mechanical quality factor (Q) of
50 is assumed, yielding an approximate modal mechanical damping ratio of 1% of the criti-
cal damping (i.e. ζ1 = 1/2Q = 0.01 for the first bending mode). The mechanical excitation
is harmonic base excitation. Therefore, the results are given in the form of power den-
sity (power/volume) and transmissibility (tip displacement/base displacement) frequency
response functions (FRFs). A wide range of electrical load resistance values spanning from
short- to open-circuit conditions (10 mΩ to 10 GΩ) are simulated for each case study to
capture the optimal load in power generation and the respective trends with changing load.
5.3.1 Electromechanical frequency response for flexoelectric monolayer can-
tilever in energy harvesting
The monolayer harvester simulations are performed for Strontium Titanate (STO) using
the elastic [9, 44] and dielectric [89, 3] properties of c1111 = 318 GPa, ρ = 5116 kg/m
3, and
ε33 = 2.66 nF/m (for the room temperature relative permittivity [89, 88, 3], ε33/ε0 = 300),
and using the atomistic flexoelectric coefficient value [60] of µ1133 = −3.75× 10−9 C/m.
The electrical power density exhibits interesting trends, such as the presence of the
optimal electrical load resulting in the maximum power output at a given frequency. The




/bhL for each of the three geometric scales.
The resulting graphs are shown in Fig. 27a. The optimal peak power output can be
determined for each case from the power density frequency response plots. For both the 1
mm and 1 µm thick harvesters, a single peak power density is seen around 1 MΩ (Figs. 27a.i
and 27a.ii). As demonstrated in Chapter 2 for linear vibrations, this is an indication of
weak electromechanical coupling at these thickness levels. The 1 nm case study exhibits
two peak power density values for two distinct optimal electrical loads, 100 kΩ and 3 MΩ
(Fig. 27a.iii). This is an indication of strong electromechanical coupling due as observed in










Figure 27: (a) Power density frequency response vs. load resistance and frequency (in
magnitude form) and (b) transmissibility frequency response vs. load resistance and fre-
quency (in magnitude form) for a range of acceleration levels for cantilevered STO harvesters
with a fixed aspect ratio of 600/30/1 (L/b/h) for three different geometric scales with the
following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
The structural response of the STO cantilever while generating electricity from strain
gradient fluctuations (flexoelectricity) in response to mechanical base excitation is also of





where A0 is the base acceleration level in g (1g = 9.81 m/s
2). Figure 27b shows the trans-
missibility frequency response functions for the cantilevers of all three geometric scales using
the same load resistance values. As a manifestation of weak electromechanical coupling, for
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the cases of 1 mm and 1 µm thickness levels, the vibration response is insensitive to change
in resistive load resulting in the plots as shown in Figs. 27b.i and 27b.ii. In the 1 nm
thick case, the electromechanical coupling is large as shown by the vibration response being
sensitive to change in resistive load (Fig. 27b.iii). For certain load resistance values, the
vibration response and jump phenomenon is suppressed due to the large electromechanical
coupling. Certain load resistance values result in significant shunt damping, analogous to
piezoelectric shunt damping [37, 50], confirming thermodynamic consistency of the fully
coupled electroelastodynamic model.
5.3.2 Electromechanical frequency response for flexoelectric-piezoelectric bi-
morph cantilever in energy harvesting
The bimorph flexoelectric-piezoelectric harvester simulations are performed for Barium Ti-
tanate (BTO) using the atomistic value presented by Maranganti and Sharma [60] of µ1133 =
−5.463 × 10−9 C/m along with the necessary material properties [8]: e311 = −4.4 C/m2,
cE1111 = 166 GPa, ε
s
33 = 12.56 nF/m, and ρ = 5720 kg/m
3.
The power density plots for the BTO harvester are shown in Fig. 28a. For all three
geometric scales, the jump phenomenon is observed. The 1 mm beam and the 1 µm have
a single peak power output around 300 kΩ (Figs. 28a.i and 28a.ii due to weak electrome-
chanical coupling. For the 1 nm thick beam, two peak power outputs are seen at 30 kΩ and
3 MΩ (Fig. 28a.iii) due to strong electromechanical coupling due to flexoelectricity.
The transmissibility plots for the BTO harvester are shown in Fig. 28b. Due to the
weak piezoelectric coupling in the 1 mm and 1 µm cases, the structural responses of the
beams are slightly sensitive to the change in resistive load and the vibration response and
jump phenomenon is slightly suppressed (Figs. 28b.i and 28b.ii). However, large vibration
suppression is observed in the 1 nm case due to the large electromechanical coupling due to
flexoelectricity (Fig. 28b.iii).
5.4 Conclusions
An electroelastodynamic framework is established and analyzed for a geometrically nonlin-










Figure 28: (a) Power density frequency response vs. load resistance and frequency (in
magnitude form) and (b) transmissibility frequency response vs. load resistance and fre-
quency (in magnitude form) for a range of acceleration levels for cantilevered BTO har-
vesters with a fixed aspect ratio of 600/30/1 (L/b/h, h = 2hp) for three different geometric
scales with the following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
a finite electrical load across the electrodes, as well as, two-way electromechanical coupling.
The model is then extended to include the combined flexoelectric-piezoelectric effects in a
bimorph cantilever. The focus is placed on the development of governing electroelastody-
namic flexoelectric equations for the problem of resonant energy harvesting. It is observed
that a nonlinear electromechanical coupling results from the inextensibility condition even
for linear constitutive equations for both the monolayer and bimorph configurations. The
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governing electroelastic equations are derived and then solved using the method of har-
monic balance. Simulations are performed for the energy harvesting performance and size
effects for a Strontium Titanate monolayer (non-piezoelectric) cantilever and a Barium Ti-
tanate bimorph cantilever under bending vibrations using atomistic flexoelectric constants
from existing literature. The electromechanical frequency response functions for resonant
power density and transmissibility capture the size dependence, and the jump phenomenon
is observed. It is observed that increased electromechanical coupling at nanoscale, due to
flexoelectricity, results in significant vibration suppression for certain electrical load values.
Enhanced bandwidth due to nonlinear frequency response can improve the harvested power




PLATE MODELS FOR BENDING VIBRATIONS
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we establish and explore a complete analytical framework for two-dimensional
dielectric plate configurations by expanding the analysis performed in Chapters 2 and 3.
Closed-form expressions are developed for the electromechanically coupled voltage across the
electrical load and the shunted vibration response of flexoelectric monolayer and flexoelectric-
piezoelectric bimorph plates. The modeling framework is then extended to the dynamic
actuation (electrical excitation) problem for a fixed base. Simulation case studies are given
for transverse vibrations of Strontium Titanate (non-piezoelectric) and Barium Titanate
simply supported plates under mechanical base excitation for energy harvesting and elec-
trical excitation (fixed base) for dynamic actuation. The frequency response functions are
simulated at different geometric scales to explore the effects of thickness on the flexoelectric
energy conversion and power generation in two-dimensional structures.
6.2 Kirchhoff plate model for flexoelectric and flexoelectric-piezoelectric
energy harvesting
We consider the problem of a centrosymmetric thin rectangular plate and a piezoelectric thin
rectangular bimorph plate for linear vibrations, i.e. linear electroelastic material behavior
and geometrically small oscillations are assumed (Fig 29). The surface electrodes of each
plate are shunted to a resistive load to quantify the electrical power output in the harvester
model. The sample geometry justifies the thin plate assumption, such that the thickness
(h) is much smaller than the lateral dimensions (a and b). The thin plate is considered a
Kirchhoff plate so that the transverse shear stress components and the normal stress in the
thickness direction are negligible.
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(a) (b)
Figure 29: (a) Centrosymmetric dielectric monolayer plate and (b) piezoelectric bimorph
plate with surface electrodes (that are perpendicular to the thickness direction) connected
to a resistive electrical load for energy harvesting under mechanical base excitation







w = w(x1, x2, t)
(133)
where u and v are the axial displacements in the 1 and 2 directions, respectively, and
w(x1, x2, t) is the transverse displacement of the plate (neutral axis).
The partial differential equation governing the forced vibration of a uniform thin dielec-


















= f(x1, x2, t) (134)
where f(x1, x2, t) is the forcing, M11(x1, x2, t) and M22(x1, x2, t) are the internal bending
moments at positions x1 and x2 and time t, M12(x1, x2, t) is the internal twisting moment,
c is the viscous air damping coefficient, m is the mass per unit area of the plate (m = ρh
for a monolayer or m = 2ρhp for a bimorph plate, where ρ is the mass density of the plate




is the base displacement.
















where T11 and T22 are the axial stresses in the 1 and 2 directions, respectively, T12 is the
shear stress, c1111 , c1122, and c1212 are elastic constants.











where S11 and S22 are are the axial strains in the 1 and 2 directions, respectively and S12
is the shear strain.
6.2.1 Flexoelectric monolayer plate for energy harvesting
The polarization including the direct flexoelectric effect for the monolayer Kirchhoff plate
can be written as







The mechanical stress state accounting for the converse flexoelectric effect of the mono-
layer Kirchhoff plate can be expressed as
T11 = c1111S11 + c1122S22 + f1133
∂P3
∂x3





Substituting the stresses and strains given by Eqs. 137 and 139 into the internal bending














































For a finite sample (in which the polarization varies continuously from its bulk value to
zero at the electrode [77]), the flexoelectric term can be evaluated using integration by parts
to identify its role in the bending moment equations (as done in the Euler-Bernoulli beam
case shown in Chapter 2). The electric field, E3, can be given in terms of the voltage (v)
across the electrodes and the electrode spacing as E3 = −v/h (where it is assumed that the





































The flexoelectrically coupled centrosymmetric Kirchhoff plate equation for transverse









































− dδ(x2 − b)
dx2
]
 = f(x1, x2, t) (147)
where δ(x1) is the Dirac delta function.
Assuming a transversely isotropic material where c1212 =
1
2(c1111 − c1122) and ν =
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− dδ(x2 − b)
dx2
]
 = f(x1, x2, t) (148)
The vibration response (transverse displacement of the neutral axis) can be represented
as






Here, ηmn(t) is the modal mechanical coordinate and φmn(x1, x2) is the mass-normalized
eigenfunction (obtained from the short-circuit problem) for the mn-th vibration mode.















































The undamped natural frequency of the mn-th vibration mode of the plate under short-












The mechanical equation in modal coordinates can be obtained after substituting Eq.
149 into Eq. 148 then multiplying the latter by the mode shape, integrating over the surface








+ ωmnηmn − θmnv(t) = fmn(t) (154)


























In the presence of a finite resistive load connected across the electrodes of the plate, the









where the only contribution to the electric displacement is



























dx2dx1 = 0 (159)






















and the modal electromechanical coupling (θmn) due to the direct flexoelectric effect is the
same as Eq. 155 that was obtained for the converse effect. This confirms symmetry in
the fully coupled governing electroelastodynamic equations given by Eqs. 148 and 159 in
physical coordinates and Eqs. 154 and 160 in modal coordinates.
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For harmonic base excitation (wb(t) = W0e
jωt), the modal forcing given by Eq. 156 is
fmn(t) = Fmne








The steady-state modal mechanical response of the beam and the steady-state voltage
response across the resistive load are also harmonic at the same frequency given as ηmn(t) =
Hmne
jωt and v(t) = V ejωt, respectively. The amplitudes Hmn and V are complexed valued.
Substituting the harmonic responses into Eqs. 154 and 160 then solving for the amplitudes,
the steady state vibration and voltage responses can be obtained as














































6.2.2 Flexoelectric monolayer plate vibration response and current drawn for
actuation
The governing equations in energy harvesting can be modified to represent the actuation
problem similarly, such that there is no base excitation (fmn(t) = 0) and the excitation
is due to harmonic voltage input. The steady state mechanical response and current are
obtained as




















6.2.3 Flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph plate for energy harvesting
For the flexoelectric-piezoelectric Kirchhoff thin bimorph plate, the mechanical stress state
accounting for the converse flexoelectric and piezoelectric effects is expressed as
T11 = c1111S11 + c1122S22 − e311E3 + f1133
∂P3
∂x3





where e31 is the piezoelectric constant.
Substituting the stresses and strains given by Eqs. 137 and 167 into the internal bending



















































The electromechanically coupled Kirchhoff bimorph plate equation for transverse vibra-






































− dδ(x2 − b)
dx2
]
 = f(x1, x2, t) (172)
Following similar modal analysis as the done in the previous section for a simply sup-






+ ωmnηmn − θpmnv(t) = fmn(t) (173)
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that satisfies Eqs. 150 and 151. The undamped natural frequency of the mn-th vibration













The electric displacement of the flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph Kirchhoff plate is







Applying the current balance given by Eq. 157 and performing modal analysis, simi-
lar to the previous section, yields the flexoelectrically and piezoelectrically coupled circuit





















and the modal electromechanical coupling (θpmn) due to the direct flexoelectric and piezo-
electric effects is the same as Eq. 174 that was obtained for the converse effects.
The steady state vibration and voltage responses for the bimorph plate can be obtained
as described in the previous section yielding























































6.2.4 Flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph plate vibration response and current
drawn for actuation
The governing equations in energy harvesting can be modified to represent the actuation
problem similarly, such that there is no base excitation (fmn(t) = 0) and the excitation
is due to harmonic voltage input. The steady state mechanical response and current for
dynamic actuation of the Kirchhoff bimorph plate are obtained as

















ω2mn − ω2 + j2ζmnωmnω
)
V ejωt (183)
6.3 Size effects on electromechanical coupling coefficient
Recall from previous chapters, the dynamic definition of the modal electromechanical cou-
pling coefficient can be obtained based on the difference between the open-circuit and short-







Substituting the respective functions into Eq. 184, for the first vibration mode (m = 1,










Similarly, for the first vibration mode (m = 1, n = 1) of a simply supported piezoelectric








Equations 185 and 186 capture the thickness dependence of the modal electromechanical
coupling coefficient.
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6.4 Case studies and results
In this section, simulations are performed to show the effect of thickness on the elec-
tromechanical coupling and the frequency response behavior of a flexoelectric monolayer
and flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph plate under bending vibrations for energy harvest-
ing and actuation. The monolayer harvester simulations are performed for Strontium Ti-
tanate (STO) using the elastic [9, 44] and dielectric [89, 3] properties of c1111 = 318 GPa,
c1122 = 102.4 GPa, ρ = 5116 kg/m
3, and ε33 = 2.66 nF/m (for the room temperature
relative permittivity [89, 88, 3], ε33/ε0 = 300), and using the atomistic flexoelectric co-
efficient value [60] of µ1133 = −3.75 × 10−9 C/m. The bimorph flexoelectric-piezoelectric
harvester simulations are performed for Barium Titanate (BTO) using the atomistic value
presented by Maranganti and Sharma [60] of µ1133 = −5.463×10−9 C/m along with the nec-
essary material properties [8, 29]: e311 = −4.4 C/m2, cE1111 = 166 GPa ,cE1122 = 76.5 GPa,
εs33 = 12.56 nF/m, and ρ = 5720 kg/m
3.
6.4.1 Size effects on electromechanical coupling
The electromechanical coupling coefficients due to flexoelectric and combined flexoelectric
and piezoelectric energy conversion are plotted for a range of plate thicknesses in Figs. 30a
and 30b, respectively. The focus is placed on the fundamental bending vibration mode
(m = 1, n = 1), and the plate thicknesses in the simulations range from 1 mm to 1 nm.
As stated previously based on Eqs. 185 and 186, the coupling coefficient increases with
decreased thickness for both the monolayer and bimorph plates. The isolated flexoelectric
and piezoelectric coupling coefficients are also shown in Fig. 30b and it is seen that only
submicron scale (mainly below ∼ 100 nm) does the flexoelectric effect become appreciable,
and it strongly enhances the overall electromechanical coupling of the piezoelectric bimorph.
For micron thickness and above the overall electromechanical coupling is merely due to bulk
piezoelectricity; however, the electromechanical coupling is dramatically enhanced due to
flexoelectricity for thickness levels approaching the nanoscale.
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(a) (b)
Figure 30: (a) Centrosymmetric STO monolayer plate and (b) piezoelectric BTO bimorph
plate with surface electrodes (that are perpendicular to the thickness direction) connected
to a resistive electrical load for energy harvesting
6.4.2 Electromechanical frequency response for flexoelectric monolayer plate
in energy harvesting
In this section, the electromechanical frequency response functions of flexoelectric thin
monolayer plate energy harvesters under base excitation are simulated with a focus on
the first bending mode (m = 1, n = 1) for a broad range of electrical load resistance values.
Three different geometric scales are explored, spanning from mm-scale to nm-scale thick-
ness. For each case the length/width/thickness aspect (a/b/h) ratio is fixed at 100/100/1.
The plates have perfectly conductive surface electrodes on the faces that are perpendicular
to the direction of transverse base excitation(Fig. 29). A mechanical quality factor (Q) of
50 is assumed, yielding an approximate modal mechanical damping ratio of 1% of the crit-
ical damping (i.e. ζ1 = 1/2Q = 0.01 for the first bending mode). The results are presented
as frequency response magnitude maps normalized by the base acceleration quantified in
terms of gravitational acceleration as in the previous chapters. To capture optimal load in
power generation and respective trends with changing load, a range of electrical resistive
load values spanning from short- to open-circuit conditions (10 Ω to 100 MΩ) are simulated
for each case.
The voltage output (per base acceleration) frequency response maps (obtained from
Eq. 164) for all three geometric scales are shown in Fig. 31a. The excitation frequency is
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normalized by the fundamental short-circuit natural frequency (ω11) on the vertical axis.
For all cases, the voltage increases monotonically with increases resistive load as expected
for an energy harvester [37]. As an indication of very low electromechanical coupling, the
resonance frequencies of the 1 mm and 1 µm cases are insensitive to change in resistive
load. The flexoelectric coupling coefficients for the 1 mm and 1 µm cases are (obtained
from Eq. 185 or Figs. 31a.i and 31a.ii) k ≈ 3.6 × 10−7 and k ≈ 3.6 × 10−4, respectively.
The 1 nm thickness case is shown in Fig. 31a.iii. For this case, the resonance frequency is
sensitive in change in resistive load from short- to open-circuit, as an indication of increased
electromechanical coupling. The electromechanical coupling for the 1 nm case is k ≈ 0.34.
The coupling coefficients indicate an increase in electromechanical coupling of nearly 6
orders of magnitude when reducing the thickness from mm-scale to nm-scale.
As done in previous chapters, the electric current flowing to the resistive load is obtained
from the voltage output using Ohm’s law. The current output (per base acceleration)
frequency response maps are shown the for STO monolayer plate harvesters in Fig. 31b.
For all cases, the current decreases monotonically with increased resistive load. As with
the voltage output frequency response maps, similar trends in the flexoelectric coupling
coefficient are seen for each case study. The 1 mm and 1 µm cases display no noticeable
shift in resonance frequencies (Figs. 31b.i and 31b.ii), as a result of low electromechanical
coupling. However, for the 1 nm thickness case significant shift in frequency is observed
(Fig. 31b.iii) due to the increased electromechanical coupling.
Next, the electrical power output (per base acceleration squared) is simulated,as done
in previous chapters, for all three geometric scales. The resulting graphs are shown in Fig.
32a. The optimal load for peak power output can be determined for each case from the
power output frequency response maps. The 1 mm and 1 µm cases power output frequency
response maps show the resonance frequency to be insensitive to change in resistive load,
as seen with the previous frequency response maps. As a result, a single optimal load for
peak power output is observed for both cases around 10 kΩ. The 1 nm case, however,
exhibits two peak values for two distinct optimal loads, ∼ 1kΩ and ∼ 10kΩ, at the short-










Figure 31: (a) Voltage output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magni-
tude form and per base acceleration) and (b) current output frequency response vs. load
resistance maps (in magnitude form and per base acceleration) for cantilevered STO thin
plate harvesters with a fixed aspect ratio of 100/100/1 (a/b/h) for three different geometric
scales with the following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
short-circuit frequency or at the open circuit frequency. The existence of two peaks in the
power output is indication of a strongly coupled and lightly damped system.
Finally, the structural response of the STO plate while generating electricity from strain
gradient fluctuations in response to mechanical base excitation is simulated for each geo-










Figure 32: (a) Power output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magnitude
form and per base acceleration squared) and (b) displacement frequency response vs. load
resistance maps (in magnitude form and per base acceleration) for cantilevered STO thin
plate harvesters with a fixed aspect ratio of 100/100/1 (a/b/h) for three different geometric
scales with the following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
163. The displacement frequency response maps (per base acceleration) measured at the
center of the plate (x1 = a/2, x2 = b/2) are shown in Fig. 32b for all three cases. As another
manifestation of weak electromechanical coupling, for the 1 mm and 1 µm cases, the vibra-
tion response of the plate is insensitive to change in electrical load resistance (Figs. 32b.i
and 32b.ii). Although some power output is delivered to the electrical load according to
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Figs. 32a.i and 32a.ii, the level of this electrical output is so small that it is negligible as
compared to mechanical (vibrational) energy of the harvester (confirmed by the coupling
coefficient values). This small level of electricity production does not alter the vibration
response although the converse effect is taken into account in the model (i.e., the converse
flexoelectric effect is negligible at these geometric scales). Therefore, Joule heating in the
resistive load does not create any significant dissipation in the vibration response of the
STO plate as a result of weak electromechanical coupling. However, as shown previously
for the 1 nm case, the electromechanical coupling is relatively strong which results in the
plate vibrational response being sensitive to change in electrical load (Fig. 32b.iii). Signifi-
cant shunt damping is observed at certain load resistance values, analogous to piezoelectric
shunt damping [50].
6.4.3 Electromechanical frequency response for flexoelectric monolayer plate
in actuation
The same modeling framework is also employed to understand the electromechanical re-
sponse of the monolayer plate in the case of electrical excitation for the same set of system
parameters. Of interest, is the displacement frequency response (structural response for unit
actuation voltage input) from Eq. 165 and the admittance frequency response (amount of
current drawn for unit actuation voltage input) calculated from Eq. 166. The displacement
(measured at the center, x1 = a/2 and x2 = b/2) and admittance frequency responses are
shown in Figs. 33a and 33b, respectively. These frequency response functions show, once
again, that significant electromechanical coupling only occurs at the nm-scale.
6.4.4 Electromechanical frequency response at steady state for flexoelectric-
piezoelectric bimorph plate for energy harvesting
In this section, the electromechanical frequency response functions of flexoelectric-piezoelectric
thin plate energy harvesters under base excitation are simulated with a focus on the first
bending mode (m = 1, n = 1) for a broad range of electrical load resistance values. As in
the previous section, three different geometric scales are explored, spanning from mm-scale
to nm-scale thickness. For each case the length/width/thickness aspect (a/b/h, h = 2hp)










Figure 33: (a) Displacement and (b) admittance frequency response functions (in mag-
nitude form) for actuation of simply supported STO monolayer plate with a fixed aspect
ratio of 100/100/1 (a/b/h) for three different geometric scales with the following thickness
(h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
faces that are perpendicular to the direction of transverse base excitation(Fig. 29). A me-
chanical quality factor (Q) of 50 is assumed, yielding an approximate modal mechanical
damping ratio of 1% of the critical damping (i.e. ζ1 = 1/2Q = 0.01 for the first bending
mode). The results are presented as frequency response magnitude maps normalized by the
base acceleration quantified in terms of gravitational acceleration as in the previous chap-
ters. To capture optimal load in power generation and respective trends with changing load,
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a range of electrical resistive load values spanning from short- to open-circuit conditions
(10 Ω to 100 MΩ) are simulated for each case.
The voltage output (per base acceleration) frequency response maps (obtained from
Eq. 181) for all three geometric scales are shown in Fig. 34a. The excitation frequency is
normalized by the fundamental short-circuit natural frequency (ω11) on the vertical axis.
For all cases, the voltage increases monotonically with increases resistive load as expected
for a piezoelectric energy harvester [37]. The resonance frequencies of the 1 mm and 1 µm
cases are insensitive to change in resistive load as an indication of very low electromechanical
coupling. The combined flexoelectric-piezoelectric coupling coefficients for the 1 mm and
1 µm cases are (obtained from Eq. 186 or Figs. 34a.i and 34a.ii) k ≈ 0.0675 and k ≈ 0.0678,
respectively. These values are roughly the bulk piezoelectric value confirming negligible
contribution from flexoelectricity at these geometric scales. The 1 nm thickness case, shown
in Fig. 31a.iii, displays a sensitivity in resonance frequency to change in electrical load
from short- to open-circuit, as an indication of increased electromechanical coupling. The
significant electromechanical coupling is confirmed by the flexoelectric-piezoelectric coupling
coefficient value of k ≈ 0.376, most of which is due to flexoelectricity.
The electric current flowing to the resistive load is obtained from the voltage output
using Ohm’s law. The current output (per base acceleration) frequency response maps
are shown the for BTO bimorph plate harvesters in Fig. 34b. For all cases, the current
decreases monotonically with increased resistive load. As with the voltage output frequency
response maps, the 1 mm and 1 µm cases display no noticeable shift in resonance frequencies,
Figs. 31b.i and 31b.ii, as a result of low electromechanical coupling. However, for the 1 nm
thickness case significant shift in frequency is observed (Fig. 31b.iii) due to the increased
electromechanical coupling, as a result of flexoelectric contribution.
The electrical power output (per base acceleration squared) is simulated, for all three
geometric scales of the BTO bimorph plate with the resulting graphs shown in Fig. 32a. The
optimal load for peak power output can be determined for each case from these power output
frequency response maps. The 1 mm and 1 µm cases power output frequency response maps










Figure 34: (a) Voltage output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magni-
tude form and per base acceleration) and (b) current output frequency response vs. load
resistance maps (in magnitude form and per base acceleration) for cantilevered BTO thin
bimorph plate harvesters with a fixed aspect ratio of 100/100/1 (a/b/h, h = 2hp) for three
different geometric scales with the following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and
(iii) 1 nm.
previous frequency response maps. For this reason, a single optimal load for peak power
output is observed for both cases around 1 kΩ. However, two peak values for two distinct
optimal loads, ∼ 1kΩ and ∼ 10kΩ, at the short- and open-circuit resonances, respectively,










Figure 35: (a) Power output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magnitude
form and per base acceleration squared) and (b) displacement frequency response vs. load
resistance maps (in magnitude form and per base acceleration) for cantilevered BTO thin
plate harvesters with a fixed aspect ratio of 100/100/1 (a/b/h, h = 2hp) for three different
geometric scales with the following thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
at the short-circuit frequency or at the open circuit frequency. This is an indication of
a relatively strongly coupled harvester configuration, as a result of the electromechanical
coupling enhancement due to the flexoelectric effect.
Lastly, the structural response of the BTO bimorph plate while generating electricity
from strain gradient (flexoelectricity) and strain (piezoelectricity) fluctuations in response to
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mechanical base excitation is simulated for each geometric case. Using Eq. 180, the motion
of the plate can be evaluated at any position (x1,x2). The displacement frequency response
maps (per base acceleration) measured at the center of the plate (x1 = a/2, x2 = b/2)
are shown in Fig. 32b for all three cases. The vibration response of the plate is insensitive
to change in electrical load resistance (Figs. 35b.i and 35b.ii), as another manifestation of
weak electromechanical coupling, for the 1 mm and 1 µm cases. Even though some power
output is delivered to the electrical load according to Figs. 35a.i and 35a.ii, the level of this
electrical output is negligible as compared to vibrational energy of the harvester (confirmed
by the coupling coefficient values). This small level of electricity production does not alter
the vibration response although the converse effect is taken into account in the model (i.e.,
the converse flexoelectric effect is negligible at these geometric scales). Consequently, Joule
heating in the electrical load does not create any significant dissipation in the vibration
response of the BTO plate as a result of weak electromechanical coupling. However, as
shown previously for the 1 nm case, the electromechanical coupling is relatively strong
which results in the plate vibrational response being sensitive to change in electrical load
(Fig. 32b.iii) and significant shunt damping is observed at certain load resistance values.
6.4.5 Electromechanical frequency response for flexoelectric piezoelectric bi-
morph plate in actuation
The same modeling framework is also employed to understand the electromechanical re-
sponse of the bimorph plate in the case of electrical excitation for the same set of system
parameters. Of interest, is the displacement frequency response (structural response for unit
actuation voltage input) from Eq. 182 and the admittance frequency response (amount of
current drawn for unit actuation voltage input) calculated from Eq. 183. The displacement
(measured at the center, x1 = a/2 and x2 = b/2 and admittance frequency responses are
shown in Figs. 36a and 36b, respectively. These frequency response functions show, once
again, that significant electromechanical coupling only occurs at the nm-scale. Particularly,
in the admittance graphs shown in Fig. 36b, the relative frequency difference between the
resonance and antiresonance frequencies is a measure of electromechanical coupling. These
frequency response functions show, once again, that the overall coupling is enhanced due
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Figure 36: (a) Displacement and (b) admittance frequency response functions (in mag-
nitude form) for actuation of simply supported BTO bimorph plate with a fixed aspect
ratio of 100/100/1 (a/b/h, h = 2hp) for three different geometric scales with the following
thickness (h) values: (i) 1 mm, (ii) 1 µm, and (iii) 1 nm.
6.5 Conclusions
An electroelastodynamic framework is developed and analyzed for flexoelectric energy har-
vesting from strain gradient fluctuations in centrosymmetric dielectrics and piezoelectric
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materials, by accounting for the presence of a finite electrical load across the surface elec-
trodes as well as two-way electromechanical coupling. The model is then extended to the
dynamic actuation problem for a fixed base. The flexoelectric and combined flexoelectric-
piezoelectric energy harvester and actuation models presented in this work are based on
the Kirchhoff plate theory and assume the main source of polarization to be static bulk
flexoelectricity. Following recent efforts on the converse flexoelectric effect in finite samples,
the proposed models properly accounts for thermodynamically consistent, symmetric, direct
and converse coupling terms, and it capture the size effect on the coupling coefficient.
Based on a modal analysis procedure, closed-form solutions of the electromechanical
frequency response functions (voltage across the electrical load and coupled vibration re-
sponse) are given for both monolayer and bimorph cases. Results of an extensive analysis are
presented at different geometric scales (mm, µm, and nm thickness levels with a fixed aspect
ratio) for non-piezoelectric Strontium Titanate (STO) and piezoelectric Barium Titanate
(BTO) plates that are shunted to a resistive electrical load for quantifying the electrical
power output and its feedback on the vibration response due to the converse effect.
The transverse mode flexoelectric coupling coefficient, kf , and the flexoelectric-piezoelectric
coupling coefficient, kp, (as a direct and compact measure of energy conversion) are ana-
lytically extracted from the short- and open-circuit natural frequencies. The flexoelectric
energy conversion and harvesting become significant only at nm thickness levels for typical
flexoelectric coefficients obtained from atomistic simulations (with order of magnitude 10−9
C/m). For instance, the negligible flexoelectric coupling of an STO monolayer plate at the
mm thickness level increases by 6 orders of magnitude (from kf ≈ 3.6× 10−7 to kf ≈ 0.34)
when the thickness is reduced to nm-level. The flexoelectric-piezoelectric coupling increases
from the bulk piezoelectric value of kp ≈ 0.0675 at the mm-scale to kp ≈ 0.376 at the
nm-scale owing to flexoelectric contribution. Overall, since the coupling coefficient is thick-
ness dependent, the energy conversion dramatically increases in submicron thickness levels
due to the flexoelectric effect. The proposed models can be used for parameter identifica-
tion as well as performance quantification and optimization in combined flexoelectric and
piezoelectric energy harvesting and actuation.
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CHAPTER VII
DYNAMICS OF LONGITUDINAL (AXIAL) MODE
FLEXOELECTRIC STRUCTURES
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we establish and analyze the governing electroelastodynamic flexoelectric
equations for a truncated cone (i.e. varying cross-sectional area) for energy harvesting and
actuation. The coupled governing equations are obtained using the Rayleigh (accounting for
lateral inertia effects) and Bishop (accounting for lateral inertia and shear effects) models.
This approach results in a coupling between the lateral (transverse) and longitudinal (axial)
flexoelectric modes. Simulation case studies are performed for axial vibrations of Strontium
Titanate truncated cones (with small cone angles) for energy harvesting under mechanical
base excitation and dynamic actuation under electrical excitation (fixed base). The effect
of flexoelectric polarization is explored for various geometric scales to observe and quantify
the size dependence of the axial flexoelectric effects.
7.2 Electromechanical Lagrange’s equations based on extended Hamil-
ton’s principle
We consider the problem of a dielectric cylindrical truncated cone under mechanical base
excitation and voltage actuation for linear axial (longitudinal) vibrations (Fig. 37) by ac-
counting for flexoelectricity. In Fig. 37a, the surface electrodes on the circular faces of the
cone are shunted to a resistive electrical load to quantify the electrical power output in the
harvester model. The dynamic actuation problem for a fixed base is depicted in Fig. 37b.
In the following, the energy harvesting problem is first formulated and then rearranged for
the dynamic voltage actuation problem.
For a dielectric truncated cone with slight angle and thin electrodes on the faces perpen-
dicular to x3 (Fig. 37), the lateral components of the electric field are negligible. Therefore,
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(a) (b)
Figure 37: Truncated cone configuration (varying radius R(x3)) for exploiting longitudinal
(or thickness) flexoelectric mode (with cylindrical coordinates) for (a) energy harvesting
from base excitation and (b) dynamic voltage actuation (fixed base)
the stress field is given by












T23 = c2323S23 (190)





where c1111, c1122, c1133, c3333, c2323 are elastic constants, f1133 and f3333 are “flexocoupling
coefficients” [82], and P3 is the polarization in the thickness direction.
The electric displacement is given by












where E3 is the electric field in the thickness direction, µ1133 and µ3333 are flexoelectric
coefficients, and ε33 is the dielectric permittivity.
In cylindrical coordinates (r, ϑ, x3), the engineering strain is related to the displacement















































where ur, uϑ, and uz are the displacements in the r, ϑ, and x3 directions, respectively.
In the absence of mechanical dissipative effects, the extended Hamilton’s principle with
the internal electrical energy is
t2∫
t1
(δT − δU + δWie + δWnc)dt = 0 (200)
where δT , δU , and δWie are the first variations of the total kinetic energy, the total po-
tential energy, and the internal electrical energy while δWnc is the virtual work of the
non-conservative mechanical force and electrical charge components.


































7.3 Rayleigh theory for axial vibrations
The Rayleigh method for axial vibrations of an axisymmetric thin rod assumes a displace-
ment field given by [71]







where ν = c1133c1111+c1122 is Poisson’s ratio.
Substituting the displacement field given by Eq. 204 into the lateral and shear strains
given by Eqs. 194 - 195 and 197 - 199 yields









This yields the lateral strains to be equal, S11 = S22. The electric displacement given
by Eq. 193 can be simplified to yield







The Rayleigh method accounts for the inertia of the lateral motions but neglects the
shear stiffness contribution to the strain energy (i.e. assumes the shear stresses, T23, T13,
and T12 are zero) [71, 68].
Substituting the nonzero stresses and strains into the strain, internal electrical, and













































































































and A(x3) is the cross-sectional area given by
A(x3) = πR
2(x3) (216)





in Eq. 212 is evaluated
using integration by parts to identify the role in the strain energy by following Tagantsev
and Yurkov [77], for a finite sample in which the polarization in the thickness direction varies
continuously from its bulk value to zero at the top and bottom surfaces of the truncated
cone at x3 = h and x3 = 0.



















Here, for a small cone angle, the electric field can be approximated as E3 = −v/h. The






































Following the method of assumed modes for an electromechanical system [34], the com-
ponents of the extended Hamilton’s principle are discretized. The distributed parameter in
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the mechanical domain is uz(x3, t) while the electrical variable is v(t). Let the vibration





where βi(x3) is the kinematically admissible trial functions which satisfy the respective es-
sential boundary conditions (at the fixed end), ai(t) is the unknown generalized coordinates,
and N is the number of modes considered in the solution.
The electromechanical Lagrange’s equations based on the extended Hamilton’s principle





























where Q is the electric charge output of the flexoelectric truncated cone.


































































7.3.1 Voltage and vibration response for energy harvesting
The first set of Lagrange’s equations (for the generalized coordinate al) becomes
(m̃ + I) ä + dȧ + ka + θv = f (231)
where the mass, stiffness and inertial (m̃, k, and I) are N × N matrices whose elements
are given by Eqs. 229, 226, and 228, respectively. The N × 1 vector of generalized co-
ordinates is a = [a1 a2 . . . aN ]
T and the N × 1 vector of electromechanical coupling is
θ = [θ1 θ2 . . . θN ]
T where the elements are given by Eq. 230. Equation 231 can be sim-
plified to become
mä + dȧ + ka + θv = f (232)
where m = m̃ + I and the damping matrix (N × N) is d = µm + γk. Here µ and γ are
the constants of mass and stiffness proportionality, respectively. The forcing vector f is an












− (θ)T ȧ = 0 (234)
For harmonic forcing the generalized coordinates are also harmonic at the same fre-
quency. Solving Eqs. 232 and 234, the steady state transverse vibration and voltage re-
sponses are
uz(x3, t) = B(x3)
TΓ−1Fejωt (235)









where B(x3) is the vectorial representations of the respectable admissible function sets
βi(x3) and Γ =
(








7.3.2 Vibration response and current drawn for actuation
The governing equations in energy harvesting (Eqs. 232 and 234) can be modified to
represent the actuation problem similarly such that there is no base excitation (fi = 0) and
the excitation is due to harmonic voltage input, yielding















7.4 Bishop theory for axial vibrations
The Bishop theory extends the Rayleigh theory to consider both the inertia of the lateral
motions and the shear stiffness [68]. The stresses and strains are given by Eqs. 187-199 and
Eqs. 205-207, respectively. Including the effects of the shear stiffness leads to an additional
term in the strain energy equation that was not included in the Rayleigh theory (Eq. 218).
Following the same procedure as the previous section, the resulting strain energy, when


























where J(x3) is the polar moment of inertia given by Eq. 215.






















The internal electrical and kinetic energies for the Bishop model are the same as those
for the Rayleigh model given by Eqs. 224 and 225. As a result, the flexoelectric coupling
term is unaffected by the including the effects of shear stiffness. However, the model is
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expected to be more accurate in predicting the natural frequencies and overall mechanical
behavior.
7.4.1 Voltage and vibration response for energy harvesting
The first set of Lagrange’s equations (for the generalized coordinate al) becomes




a + θv = f (242)
where the mass, stiffness, inertial, and shear matrices (m̃, k̃, I, and g) are N × N whose
elements are given by Eqs. 229, 226, 228, and 241, respectively. The N × 1 vector of
generalized coordinates is a = [a1 a2 . . . aN ]
T and the N × 1 vector of electromechanical
coupling is θ = [θ1 θ2 . . . θN ]
T where the elements are given by Eq. 230. Equation 242
can be simplified to become
mä + dȧ + ka + θv = f (243)
where m = m̃ + I, k = k̃ + g, and the damping matrix is d = µm + γk. Here µ and γ are
the constants of mass and stiffness proportionality, respectively.
The Bishop theory does not affect the electrical domain; therefore, the second Lagrange
equation (solved from Eq. 222) is the same as for the Rayleigh theory given by Eq. 234.
For harmonic forcing the generalized coordinates are also harmonic at the same fre-
quency. Solving Eqs. 243 and 234, the steady state transverse vibration and voltage re-
sponses are
uz(x3, t) = B(x3)
TΓ−1Fejωt (244)









where B(x3) is the vectorial representations of the respectable admissible function sets
βi(x3) and Γ =
(







7.4.2 Vibration response and current drawn for actuation
The governing equations in energy harvesting (Eqs. 243 and 234) can be modified to
represent the actuation problem similarly such that there is no base excitation (fi = 0) and
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the excitation is due to harmonic voltage input, yielding















7.5 Case studies and results
In this section, simulations are performed to show the effect of thickness on the electrome-
chanical coupling and frequency response behavior of flexoelectric truncated cones under
axial vibrations for energy harvesting and actuation. Because the Rayleigh and Bishop mod-
els resulted in the same electromechanical coupling (Eq. 230), the simulations are performed
using the Bishop equations. The Bishop truncated cone simulations for non-piezoelectric
materials are for performed for Strontium Titantate (STO) using the using the elastic [9, 44]
and dielectric [89, 3] properties of c1111 = 318 GPa, c1122 = 102.4 GPa, c1133 = 100 GPa,
c3333 = 317 GPa, c2323 = 123.8 GPa, ρ = 5116 kg/m
3, and ε33 = 2.66 nF/m (for the room
temperature relative permittivity [89, 88, 3], ε33/ε0 = 300), and using the atomistic flexo-
electric coefficient values [60] of µ1133 = −3.75×10−9 C/m and µ3333 = −0.264×10−9 C/m.






7.5.1 Electromechanical frequency response for energy harvesting
The electromechanical frequency response behavior of a truncated cone flexoelectric energy
harvester under base excitation is simulated with a focus on the first axial mode (r = 1)
for a range of electrical load resistance values. Three different geometric scales are explored
ranging from mm-scale to nm-scale. For each case, the base radius/tip radius/height aspect
ratio (R(0)/R(h)/h) was fixed at 1/0.875/4. The truncated cone is made of STO and
has perfectly conductive surface electrodes on the faces that are perpendicular to the x3
(longitudinal) axis. Damping is neglected (in all cases) to better visualize the change in the
electromechanical coupling (i.e. short- and open-circuit resonances, or the resonance and
antiresonance in the admittance). Three cases with thicknesses (h) of 4 mm, 4 µm, and 4 nm
are analyzed while keeping the same aspect ratio. The mechanical excitation is harmonic
base acceleration, d2ub(t)/dt
2 = −ω2U0ejωt. The results are presented as frequency response
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magnitude maps normalized by the base acceleration quantified in terms of gravitational
acceleration as in the previous chapters. To capture optimal load in power generation and
respective trends with changing load, a range of electrical resistive load values spanning
from short- to open-circuit conditions (100 Ω to 1 GΩ) are simulated for each case. The
optimal load for peak power output can be determined for each case from the power output
frequency response maps.
The power output (per base acceleration squared) is calculated from Eq. 245 using∣∣v(t)/− ω2W0ejωt∣∣2/Rl for each of the three geometric scales and the fixed aspect ratio dis-
cussed previously. The resulting graphs are shown in Fig. 38a. The optimal laod for peak
power output can be determined for each case from the power output frequency response
maps. The cases of both 4 mm and 4 µm-thick harvesters result in a peak power output
around 100 kΩ. The 4 mm and 4 µm power output frequency response maps show the
resonance frequency to be insensitive to the resistive load due to very low electromechan-
ical coupling (Figs. 38a.i and 38a.ii). Consequently, a single optimal load is observed in
the power map for the fundamental vibration mode. The dynamic definition of the modal
electromechanical coupling coefficient can be obtained based on the difference between the
open-circuit and short-circuit natural frequencies as defined by Eq. 43 in Chapter 2. The
coupling coefficient for the 4 mm and 4 µm thick cones are k ≈ 0 and k ≈ 3.97× 10−6, re-
spectively. On the other hand, the 1 nm case study exhibits two peak values for two distinct
optimal electrical loads, 1 kΩ and 10 MΩ, respectively at the short-circuit and open-circuit
resonance frequencies, yielding the same power output (Fig. 38a.iii). As seen in previous
chapters, the existence of two peaks in the power output is also the case in strongly cou-
pled and lightly damped piezoelectric energy harvesters [37, 72, 73]. The electromechanical
coupling for the 4 nm case is k ≈ 0.00397. The same power output can be extracted at
the short-circuit resonance frequency (∼ ωsc1 ) for a lower electrical load resistance or at the
open-circuit resonance frequency (∼ ωoc1 ) for a larger electrical load resistance. As a result,
the former optimal condition results in larger current and lower voltage, while the latter
gives larger voltage and lower current.










Figure 38: (a) Power output frequency response vs. load resistance maps (in magnitude
form and per base acceleration squared) and (b) displacement frequency response vs. load
resistance maps (in magnitude form and per base acceleration) for STO truncated cones
with fixed aspect ratio of 1/0.875/4 (R(0)/R(h)/h) for three different geometric scales with
the following thickness (h) values: (i) 4 mm, (ii) 4 µm, and (iii) 4 nm.
strain gradient fluctuations in response to base excitation is simulated for each geometric
case. The motion of the truncated cone is evaluated at the tip (x3 = h) using Eq. 244 for
all three cases as shown in Fig. 38b. The axial vibration response of the truncated cone for
the 4 mm and 4 µm thick case are insensitive to change in electrical load resistance as an-
other manifestation of weak electromechanical coupling (Figs. 38b.i and 38b.ii). The small
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electricity production, shown by the power output frequency response maps (Figs. 38a.i and
38a.ii) does not alter the vibration response of the truncated cone although the converse
effect is taken account in the model. This confirms the flexoelectric effect is negligible at
these geometric scales. The 4 nm case, however, due to increased electromechanical cou-
pling, shows the vibration response to be sensitive to change in resistive load (Fig. 38b.iii).
It should be noted that the overall electromechanical coupling even at the nanoscale is low
(as compared to flexural mode flexoelectric effect). This is partially due to low variation
in the cross-sectional area as required by the model assumptions to have a 1D problem.
Another reason for lower electromechanical coupling is the low axial flexoelectric coeffi-
cient µ3333 = −0.264 × 10−9 C/m, as compared to the transverse flexoelectric coefficient
µ1133 = −3.75 × 10−9 C/m (atomistic values from [60]). Discrepancies in the sign of the
axial coefficient also affect the overall “effective” axial coupling given by µ3333− 2νµ1133, as
well [60, 89]. The flexoelectric coupling in the cone can be enhanced with changing the cone
angle such that it increases from k ≈ 0.00397 to k ≈ 0.0351 as the cone angle is changed
from ∼ 1.8◦ to ∼ 10◦ as shown in Fig. 40. However, the problem would eventually deviate
from the modeling assumptions in terms of the polarization and strain fields for very large
cone angles.
7.5.2 Electromechanical frequency response in actuation
The same approximate analytical modeling framework is also employed to understand the
electromechanical response of the centrosymmetric cone in the case of electrical excitation
for the same set of system parameters. Of interest, is the displacement frequency response
(structural response for unit actuation voltage input) from Eq. 246 and the admittance
frequency response (amount of current drawn for unit actuation voltage input) calculated
from Eq. 247. The displacement (measured at the tip, x3 = h ) and admittance frequency
responses are shown in Figs. 39a and 39b, respectively. These frequency response functions










Figure 39: (a) Tip displacement and (b) admittance frequency response functions (in
magnitude form) for actuation of STO truncated cones with fixed aspect ratio of 1/0.875/4
(R(0)/R(h)/h) for three different geometric scales with the following thickness (h) values:
(i) 4 mm, (ii) 4 µm, and (iii) 4 nm.
7.6 Conclusions
An approximate analytical modeling framework for flexoelectric effects and its analysis are
presented for truncated cones under axial vibrations. For arbitrary cross-sections, the exact
solution is beyond reach, and therefore an energy formulation is used. This model developed










Figure 40: (a) Power output frequency response maps and (b) admittance frequency
response functions (in magnitude form) of STO truncated cones for three different cone
angles: (i) ∼ 1.8◦, (ii) ∼ 5◦, and (iii) ∼ 10◦.
inertia and shear effects) axial rod theories using the extended Hamilton’s principle formu-
lation properly accounts for thermodynamically consistent, symmetric, direct and converse
coupling terms that include the flexoelectric axial coupling term, revealing symmetric cou-
pling. The Rayleigh and Bishop models resulted in the same coupling expressions. The
modeling framework was then used to understand the electromechanical response of the
truncated cones in the case of electrical excitation. The axial electromechanical coupling
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was found to be appreciable only at the nano-scale. The resulting axial electromechanical
coupling at the nanoscale (k ≈ 0.00397 for 4 nm thick STO cone) was significantly smaller
than the transverse electromechanical coupling for nano-scale Euler-Bernoulli beams as
shown in Chapter 2 (k ≈ 0.0.0869 for 4 nm thick STO beam). Increased axial cross-section
variation (i.e. cone angle) increases the coupling coefficient (in the same vein as in Chapter
4) as shown in Fig. 40. However, for very large cone angles, the problem would eventually
deviate from the modeling assumptions in terms of the polarization and strain fields. As
with the transverse flexoelectric coupling coefficients, the axial flexoelectric coefficients have
discrepancies in the sign between values reported from experiments and atomistic results
[60, 89] which could also effect the magnitude of the axial flexoelectric coupling.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 Summary and conclusions
This dissertation research is centered on modeling and analysis framework development
to leverage flexoelectricity (strain gradient-induced polarization as a size-dependent effect)
in next-generation ultralow-power MEMS/NEMS (micro/nano electromechanical systems)
devices and concepts by converting ambient vibrations into electricity. Besides energy har-
vesting, the problem of flexoelectric actuation has also been considered as a natural prod-
uct of the developed framework. As the main contribution, this work provided analytical
and approximate analytical insights into size-dependent dynamics of dielectric cantilevers
along with a coupling coefficient analysis (as a measure of energy conversion). Overall
this research provides electroelastodynamic frameworks for flexoelectric and flexoelectric-
piezoelectric structures for energy harvesting and actuation by accounting for thermody-
namically consistent, symmetric, direct and converse coupling terms, and it captures the
size effect on the coupling coefficient. Specifically, the problems of a monolayer centrosym-
metric flexoelectric beam, flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph beam, flexoelectric monolayer
plate, flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph plate, geometrically nonlinear flexoelectric mono-
layer beam, geometrically nonlinear flexoelectric-piezoelectric bimorph beam, and flexoelec-
tric truncated cone have been explored. In all cases, the modeling and analysis frameworks
have employed atomistic calculations of the respective flexoelectric constants in the absence
of reliable experimental data in the literature.
8.2 Contributions and specific results
The following highlights from this dissertation summarize the major contributions:
• An analytical framework has been developed and analyzed for flexoelectric and flexo-
electric-piezoelectric energy harvesting from bending vibrations, by accounting for
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the presence of a finite electrical load across the surface electrodes as well as two-
way coupling, yielding closed-form frequency response equations of the fully coupled
system (Chapters 2 and 3).
• Beyond energy harvesting, the framework has also been modified to implement for
resonant actuation, and the relevant electromechanical frequency response functions
have been identified (vibration and electromechanical admittance) (Chapters 2 and
3).
• The flexoelectric energy conversion (coupling coefficient) and harvesting become sig-
nificant only for nm thickness levels (< 100 nm, especially < 10 nm) for typical flex-
oelectric coefficients obtained from atomistic simulations (with order of magnitude
10−9 C/m) of STO (Chapter 2).
• Based on coupling coefficient (k) arguments, it is suggested that flexoelectric constants
reported for experiments on certain mm-thick samples (by Ma and Cross [52, 53, 56,
54, 55, 57]) are unlikely to be bulk flexoelectricity and are not valid at other scales
(Chapter 2).
• In the case of a piezoelectric material (e.g. BTO), flexoelectricity enhances the overall
electromechanical coupling again for thickness levels below 100 nm such that the bulk
piezoelectric constant of k ≈ 0.0652 at the mm-scale increases to k ≈ 0.365 at nm
thickness level (Chapter 3).
• An approximate analytical modeling framework (using Hamilton’s principle and La-
grange’s equations via assumed-modes method) for flexoelectric and combined flexo-
electric-piezoelectric effects is developed for varying cross-section thin beams under
bending vibration (Chapter 4).
• Cross-section variation/geometry can be used to tailor the strain gradient distribution
to increase electromechanical coupling; tapered beam geometry results in a coupling
coefficient 10-20% more than that of the uniform case (Chapter 4).
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• An approximate analytical modeling framework for geometrically nonlinear beam ac-
counting for flexoelectric effects was developed and the jump phenomenon is captured
(Chapter 5).
• The analytical framework for flexoelectric and flexoelectric-piezoelectric beams for
energy harvesting and actuation was extend to 2-D configurations (Kirchhoff plates)
and coupling was increased for a simply supported plate to k ≈ 0.34 in nm thickness
(Chapter 6).
• An approximate analytical modeling framework for axial flexoelectric effect (account-
ing for Poisson effect) via Rayleigh and Bishop theories is developed for truncated
cones under longitudinal vibrations and size dependent electromechanical coupling
was observed (Chapter 7).
• The flexoelectric coupling in the cone can be enhanced with changing the cone angle
such that it increases from k ≈ 0.00397 to k ≈ 0.0351 as the cone angle is changed
from ∼ 1.8◦ to ∼ 10◦ (Chapter 7).
8.3 Suggested future work
As pointed out in the introduction chapter, the existing literature of flexoelectricity has a
major mismatch between the atomistic values of flexoelectric constants and experimentally
identified ones. A particular reason for that is that the measured flexoelectric constants in
literature are for thickness levels much larger than the scales for which flexoelectricity is
expected to be pronounced. Therefore, it is usually assumed that most of the existing mea-
sured so-called flexoelectric constants contain a number of other components (e.g. surface
piezoelectricity etc.) beyond bulk flexoelectricity [81]. As a consequence, this dissertation
employed atomistic calculations of flexoelectric constants as reliable data. In the existing
literature, there is an urgent need to obtain truly flexoelectric experimental data to quantify
flexoelectric polarization and its scaling for submicron thickness.
A suggested future work for this research is to conduct experiments on nanowires and
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thin films made from various materials including BTO (barium titanate) and STO (stron-
tium titanate). Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a cluster of BTO nanowires
and a single BTO nanowire are shown in Fig. 41a and Fig. 41b, respectively. The han-
dling and testing of individual nanowires is already a challenge and controversies exist in
measurement approaches as well.
(a) (b)
Figure 41: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of (a) a cluster of BTO nanowires
and (b) an individual BTO nanowire
Recently, Bhaskar et al. [10, 11] experimentally measured the flexoelectric coefficients
using the converse effect (Fig. 42). The beams were made of thin film STO with a thickness
of ∼ 70 nm. The results showed transverse flexoelectric values on the order of nC/m which
agrees with the modeling frameworks presented in this work. These results provide promise
that accurate flexoelectric coefficients can be measured at the nano-scale using thin films.
Therefore, experimental focus should be placed on thin films with thicknesses <100 nm
for experimental measurement of the flexoelectric coefficients. Such experiments can make
use of the analytical and approximate analytical models presented in this dissertation for
parameter identification and performance quantification.
Metamaterials implementing nanoscale inhomogeneities in a non-piezoelectric elastic
matrix have been theoretically studied to achieve piezoelectric-like properties from the flex-
oelectric effect [70]. It was shown that the shape and distribution of the nanoinclusions
must be noncentrosymmetric to avoid the cancellation of the polarization locally induced
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 42: Experimental schematics and results from Bhaskar et al. [11]: (a) schematic
of piezoelectric and flexoelectric nanoscale actuators, (b) schematic of experimental setup,
and (c) experimental flexoelectric coefficient measurement of STO monolayer beam (Refer
to [11] for more information)
by the strain gradient. Another a suggested future work is to extend the current modeling
framework to study the effects of nanoinclusions on the flexoelectric coupling of dynamic
nanoscale devices. This can be realized by modeling the nanoinclusions in the centrosym-
metric material as a composite material and applying the current modeling framework for
design, analysis, and performance quantification purposes.
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